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Introduction
These notes are an expanded version of a mini-course given at “Le Louverain”,
June 24-27, 2014. Its main objective was to gather together useful facts about
wreath products, and especially their geometry, in its application to problems and
questions about growth of groups. The wreath product is a fundamental construc-
tion in group theory, and I hope to help make the reader more familiar with it.
It has proven very useful, in the recent years, in better understanding asymptotics
of the the word growth function on groups, namely the function assigning to R P N
the number of group elements that may be obtained by multiplying at most R
generators. The papers [4–8] may be hard to read, and contain many repetitions
as well as references to outer literature; so that, by providing a unified treatment
of these articles, I may provide the reader with easier access to the results and
methods.
I have also attempted to define all notions in their most natural generality, while
restricting the statements to the most important or fundamental cases. In this
manner, I would like the underlying ideas to appear more clearly, with fewer details
that obscure the line of sight. I avoided as much as possible reference to literature,
taking the occasion of reproving some important results along the way.
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2 LAURENT BARTHOLDI
I have also allowed myself, exceptionally, to cheat. I do so only under three
conditions: (1) I clearly mark where there is a cheat; (2) the complete result ap-
pears elsewhere for the curious reader; (3) the correct version would be long and
uninformative.
I have attempted to make the text suitable for a short course. In doing so, I have
included a few exercises, some of which are hopefully stimulating, and a section on
open problems. What follows is a brief tour of the highlights of the text.
Wreath products. The wreath product construction, described in §A, is an es-
sential operation, building a new group W out of a group H and a group G acting
on a set X. Assuming1 that G is a group of permutations of X, the wreath product
is the group W “ H ooX G of H-decorated permutations in G: if elements of G are
written in the arrow notation, with elements of X lined in two identical rows above
each other and an arrow from each x P X to its image, then an element of H ooX G
is an arrow diagram with an element of H attached to each arrow, e.g.
h1 h2 h3
h4
h5
One of the early uses of wreath products is as a classifier for extensions, as
discovered by Kaloujnine, see Theorem A.4: there is a bijective correspondence
between group extensions with kernel H and quotient G on the one hand, and
appropriate subgroups of the wreath product H ooG, with G seen as a permutation
group acting on itself by multiplication. We extend this result to permutational
wreath products:
Theorem (Theorem A.6). Let G,H be groups, and let G act on the right on a set
X. Denote by pi : H ooGÑ G the natural projection. Then the map E ÞÑ E defines
a bijection between"
E : E ď H and the G-sets X and HzE are isomorphic
via a homomorphism E Ñ G
*
isomorphism E Ñ E1 of groups intertwining the actions on HzE and HzE1
and "
E ď H ooG : pipEq transitive on X and
kerppiq X E –ÝÑ H via f ÞÑ fpxq for all x P X
*
conjugacy of subgroups of H ooG .
The wreath product H ooX G is uncountable, if H ‰ 1 and X is infinite. It con-
tains some important subgroups: H oX G, defined as those decorated permutations
in which all but finitely many labels are trivial; and H of.v.X G, defined as those deco-
rated permutations in which the labels take finitely many different values. Clearly
H oX G Ď H of.v.X G Ď H ooX G, and H oX G is countable as soon as H,G,X are
countable.
1There is no need to require the action of G on X to be faithful; this is merely a visual aid.
See §A for the complete definition.
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Growth of groups. Let us summarise here the main notions; for more details,
see §B. A choice of generating set S for a group G gives rise to a graph, the Cayley
graph: its vertex set is G, and there is an edge from g to gs for each g P G, s P S.
The path metric on this graph defines a metric d on G called the word metric. The
Cayley graph is invariant under left translation, and so is the word metric.
One of the most naive invariants of this graph is its growth, namely the function
vG,SpRq measuring the cardinality of a ball of radius R in the Cayley graph. If the
graph exhibits some kind of regularity, then it should translate into some regularity
of the function vG,S .
For example, Klarner [47,48] studied the growth of crystals (that expand accord-
ing to a precise and simple rule) via what turns out to be the growth of an abelian
group.
A convenient tool to study various forms of regularity of a function vG,S is the
associated generating function ΓG,Spzq “ řRPNpvpRq´vpR´1qqzR. The regularity
of vG,S translates then into a property of ΓG,S such as being a rational, algebraic,
D-finite, . . . function of z.
We may rewrite ΓG,Spzq “ řgPG zdp1,gq; then a richer power series keeps track
of more regularity of G: pΓG,Spzq “ ÿ
gPG
gzdp1,gq.
This is a power series with coe¨fficients in the group ring ZG, and again we may ask
whether pΓG,S is rational or algebraic2.
If G has an abelian subgroup of finite index [52], or if G is word-hyperbolic [33],
then pΓG,S is a rational function of z for all choices of S. We give a sufficient
condition for pΓG,S to be algebraic:
Theorem (Theorem C.2). Let H “ xT y be a group such that pΓH,T is algebraic,
and let F be a free group. Consider G “ H oF , generated by S “ TYta basis of F u.
Then pΓG,S is algebraic.
We then turn to studying the asymptotics of the growth function vG,S . Let us
write v À w to mean that vpRq ď wpCRq for some constant C P R` and all R ě 0,
and v „ w to mean v À w À v. Then the „-equivalence class of vG,S is independent
of the choice of S, so we may simply talk about vG.
For “most” examples of groups, either vGpRq is bounded by a polynomial in R
or vGpRq is exponential in R. This is, in particular, the case for soluble, linear and
word-hyperbolic groups. There exist, however, examples of groups for which vGpRq
admits an intermediate behaviour between polynomial and exponential; they are
called groups of intermediate growth. The question of their existence was raised by
Milnor [57], was answered positively by Grigorchuk [29], and has motivated much
group theory in the second half of the 20th century.
2The rational subring of ZGrrtss is the smallest subring of ZGrrtss containing ZGrts and closed
under Kleene’s star operation A˚ “ 1`A`A2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ , for all Apzq with Ap0q “ 0.
The algebraic subring of ZGrrtss is the set of power series that may be expressed as the so-
lution A1 of a non-trivial system of non-commutative polynomial equations tP1pA1, . . . , Anq “
0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , PnpA1, . . . , Anq “ 0u with coe¨fficients in ZGrts. The solution is actually rational if further-
more the Pi are of the form ci,0 `řnj“1 ci,jAj with ci,j P ZGrts.
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Let η` « 2.46 be the positive root of T 3´T 2´2T´4, and set α “ log 2{ log η` «
0.76. We shall show that, for every sufficiently regular function f : R` Ñ R` with
exppRαq À f À exppRq, there exists a group with growth function equivalent to f :
Theorem (Theorem F.2). Let f : R` Ñ R` be a function satisfying
fp2Rq ď fpRq2 ď fpη`Rq for all R large enough.
Then there exists a group G such that vG „ f .
Thus, groups of intermediate growth abound, and the space of asymptotic growth
functions of groups is as rich as the space of functions. Furthermore, we shall
show that there is essentially no restriction on the subgroup structure of groups of
intermediate growth. Let us call a group H locally of subexponential growth if every
finitely generated subgroup of H has growth function Ä exppRq. Clearly, if H is
a subgroup of a group of intermediate growth then it has locally subexponential
growth. We show, conversely:
Theorem (Theorem G.1). Let B be a countable group locally of subexponential
growth. Then there exists a finitely generated group of subexponential growth in
which B imbeds as a subgroup.
Finally, it may happen that a group G has exponential growth, namely that the
growth rate limRÑ8 vG,SpRq1{R is ą 1 for all S, but that the infimum of these
growth rates, over all S, is 1. Such a group is called of non-uniform exponential
growth. The question of their existence was raised by Gromov [35, Remarque 5.12].
Again, soluble, linear and word-hyperbolic groups cannot have non-uniform expo-
nential growth; but, again, it turns out that such groups abound. We shall show:
Theorem (Theorem H.2). Every countable group may be imbedded in a group of
non-uniform exponential growth.
Furthermore, the group W in which the countable group imbeds may be required
to have the following property: there is a constant K such that, for all R ą 0, there
exists a generating set S of W with
vW,Sprq ď exppKrαq for all r P r0, Rs.
(Self-)similar groups and branched groups. All the constructions mentioned
in the previous subsection take place in the universe of (self-)similar groups. Here
is a brief description of these groups; see §D for details.
Just as a self-similar set, in geometry, is a set describable in terms of smaller
copies of itself, a self-similar group is a group describable in terms of “smaller”
copies of itself. A self-similar structure on a group G is a homomorphism φ : GÑ
G oX P for a permutation group P of X. Thus elements of G may be recursively
written in terms of G-decorated permutations of X. For this description to be
useful, of course, the homomorphism φ must satisfy some non-degeneracy condition
(in particular be injective), and P should be manageable, say finite.
The fact that the copies of G in GoXP are “smaller” than the original is expressed
as follows: there is a norm on G such that, for g P G and φpgq a permutation with
labels pgx : x P Xq, the elements gx are shorter than g, at least as soon as g is
long enough. For example, consider G finitely generated, and denote by } ¨ } the
word norm on G. One requires }gx} ă }g} for all x P X and all }g} " 1; this is
equivalent to the existence of λ P p0, 1q and K ě 0 such that }gx} ď λ}g} `K for
all x P X, g P G.
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Furthermore, in cases that interest us, the map φ is almost an isomorphism, in
that its image φpGq has finite index in G oX P . Thus φ may be thought of as a
virtual isomorphism between G and GX , namely an isomorphism between finite-
index subgroups. When one endows GX with the `8 metric }pgxq} “ maxxPX }gx},
the condition above requires that this virtual isomorphism be a contraction. On
the other hand, endowing GX with the `1 metric }pgxq} “ řxPX }gx}, the optimal
Lipschitz constant of the virtual isomorphism plays a fundamental roˆle in estimating
the growth of G.
Similar groups are a natural generalization: one is given a set Ω and a self-map
σ : Ω ý; for each ω P Ω, a group Gω and a permutation group Pω of a set Xω;
and homomorphisms φω : Gω Ñ Gσω oXω Pω. Taking for Ω a singleton recovers the
notion of self-similar group. Taking Ω “ N and σpnq “ n`1 defines in full generality
a similar group G0; but it is often more convenient to consider a larger family of
groups in which pGnqnPN imbeds. In particular, one obtains a topological space of
groups, in such a manner that close groups have close properties (for example, their
Cayley graphs coincide on a large ball).
Acknowledgments. I am very grateful to Yago Antolin, Laura Ciobanu and
Alexey Talambutsa for having organised the workshop in Le Louverain where I
presented a preliminary version of this text, and to the participants of the work-
shop for their perspicacious questions.
A large part of the material is taken from articles written in collaboration with
Anna Erschler, and I am greatly indebted to her for generously embarking me on
her projects. It owes much to her energy and enthusiasm that we were able to finish
our joint articles.
Hao Chen, Yves de Cornulier and Pierre de la Harpe helped improve these notes
by pointing out a number of mistakes and inconsistencies.
Open problems. This text presents a snapshot of what is known on growth of
groups in 2014; there remain a large number of open problems. Here are some
promising directions for further research.
(1) Which groups G are such that, for all generating sets S, the complete growth
series pΓG,S is a rational function of z?
This is known to hold for virtually abelian groups, and for word-hyperbolic
groups. Conjecturally, this holds for no other group.
The related question of which groups have a rational (classical) growth func-
tion is probably more complicated, see §B.1.
(2) Is the analytic continuation 1{pΓG,Sp1q related to the complete Euler charac-
teristic of G, just as 1{ΓG,Sp1q is (under some additional conditions) the Euler
characteristic of G? See [74, §1.8] for complete Euler characteristic.
(3) Does there exist a group G with two generating sets S1, S2 such that pΓG,S1 is
rational but pΓG,S2 is transcendental?
Such an example could be G “ F2 ˆ F2. Set S “ tx, yu˘1 a free generating
set of F2, and S1 “ S ˆ t1u \ t1u ˆ S and S2 “ S1 \ tps, sq : s P Su.
The same properties probably hold for the usual generating series ΓG,S1 and
ΓG,S2 . The radius of convergence of ΓG,S1 is 1{3, but that of ΓG,S2 is unknown.
This problem is strongly related to the “Matching subsequence problem”,
which asks for the longest length of a common subsequence among two inde-
pendently and uniformly chosen words of length n over a k-letter alphabet;
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see [16]. It is easy to see that, for two uniformly random reduced words of
length n in F2, the longest common subword has length « γn for some con-
stant γ, as n Ñ 8. Thus a pair pg, hq P G with }g} “ }h} “ n has length 2n
with respect to S1, but approximately p2´ αqn with respect to S2. We might
call γ the Chva´tal-Sankoff constant of F2.
(4) Do there exist infinite simple groups of subexponential growth?
There is no reason for such groups not to exist; but the construction methods
described in this text yield groups acting on rooted trees, which therefore are
as far as possible from being simple.
There is also no reason for finitely presented groups of subexponential growth
not to exist; again, the obstacle is probably more our mathematical limitations
than fundamental mathematical reasons.
The following question, by de la Harpe [38], is still open at the time of
writing: “Do there exist groups with Kazhdan’s property (T) and non-uniform
exponential growth?”
Similarly, it is not known whether there exist simple finitely generated groups
of non-uniform exponential growth, and whether there exist finitely presented
groups of non-uniform exponential growth.
(5) Do there exist groups whose growth function lies strictly between polynomials
and exppR1{2q?
See the discussion in §B.3. There exists a superpolynomial function fpRq Á
RplogRq1{100 such that no group has growth strictly between polynomials and
fpRq. There exists no residually nilpotent group whose growth is strictly be-
tween polynomials and exppR1{2q, see Theorem E.2.
(6) What is the asymptotic growth of the first Grigorchuk group? What is its
exact growth, for the generating set ta, b, c, du? Does the growth series of the
Grigorchuk group exhibit some kind of regularity?
Some experiments indicate that this must be the case. For example, consider
the quotient Gn of the first Grigorchuk group that acts on t0,1un. It is a finite
group of cardinality 25¨2n´3`2. For n ď 7, the diameter Dn of its Cayley graph
(for the natural generating set ta, b, c, du) is the sequence 1, 4, 8, 24, 56, 136, 344
and satisfies the recurrence Dn “ Dn´1 ` 2Dn´2 ` 4Dn´3. If this pattern
went on, the growth of the first Grigorchuk group would be asymptotically
exppRlog 2{ log η`q « exppR0.76q.
If a group has subexponential growth, then its growth series is either ra-
tional or transcendental, and if the group has intermediate growth, then the
growth series must be transcendental; see B.1 in §B.1. Thus Grigorchuk group’s
growth series is transcendental. Does the series satisfy a functional equation?
That would make it akin to the classical partition function
ř
ně0 ppnqzn “ś
ně1p1 ´ znq´1, which (up to scaling and multiplying by z1{24) is a modular
function3. Ghys asked me once: “Is the growth series Γpzq of Grigorchuk’s
group modular?”
(7) For every k P N, the space of marked k-generated groups Sk may be defined
as the space of normal subgroups of the free group Fk, by identifying G “
xs1, . . . , sky with the kernel of the natural map Fk Ñ G sending generator to
3i.e. a function Apzq “ Apexpp2piiτqq such that the corresponding function τ ÞÑ Apexpp2piiτqq
on the upper half plane is invariant under a finite-index subgroup of SL2pZq.
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generator. It is a compact space. What properties does the set I of groups
of intermediate growth, and the set N of groups of non-uniform exponential
growth, enjoy in this space? For example,
“Is there an uncountable open subset of Sk in which N , or I , is dense? Is
N dense in the complement of groups of polynomial growth?”
Recall that similar groups are families of groups pGωqωPΩ indexed by a space
Ω. If all Gω are k-generated, we obtain a map Ω Ñ Sk, which under favourable
circumstances is continuous. This has been exploited e.g. in [60] to produce
groups of non-uniform exponential growth.
It had actually been doubted, before Grigorchuk’s discovery [29], whether
there exist groups of intermediate growth. This text tries to convince the reader
that they are abundant. Giving a precise meaning to the above question would
quantify, in some manner, the extent to which they are abundant.
Notational conventions. I try to adhere to standard group-theoretical notation.
In particular, the right action of a group element g on a point x is written xg,
and a left action would be written gx. The stabilizer of x is written Gx. The
conjugation action of a group on itself is written gh “ h´1gh, and the commutator
of two elements is rg, hs “ g´1h´1gh “ g´1gh “ h´gh.
I also introduce a minimal amount of new, “fancy” notation to represent elements
of wreath products or of self-similar groups, and hope that it helps in achieving
clarity and conciseness.
A. Wreath products
We start by the basic construction. Let H be a group, and let G be a group
acting on the right on a set X. We construct two groups
H oX G “
`ź
X
1
H
˘¸G the restricted wreath product,
H ooX G “
`ź
X
H
˘¸G the unrestricted wreath product.
Here the unrestricted product
ś
X H may be viewed as the group of func-
tions X Ñ H, with pointwise composition and with left G-action given by pre-
composition4: gf is the function given by pgfqpxq “ fpxgq. The restricted productś1
X H is then identified with finitely supported functions X Ñ H. In both cases,
this product is a subgroup of the wreath product, and is called its base group.
In the particular case of X “ G with natural right action by multiplication, one
calls H ooGG the regular unrestricted wreath product, and writes it simply H ooG;
and similarly for the regular restricted wreath product H oG G “ H oG.
Assume that the action of G on X is faithful; so that elements of G may be
identified with permutations of X. The best way to describe elements of H ooX G
or its subgroup H oX G is by decorated permutations: one writes a permutation of
X, decorated by elements of H, such as
4Note that the side of the action changes! It is best to always use the appropriate side, so as
to avoid inverses. Recall however that every left action can be converted into a right action by
setting fg :“ g´1f and vice versa.
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(1) h1 h2 h3
h4
h5
Permutations are multiplied as usual: by stacking them, and pulling the arrows
tight. Likewise, decorated permutations are multiplied by stacking them and mul-
tiplying the labels along the composed arrows. We do not write the labels when
they are the identity. Here is a graphical computation of a product:
h1 h2 h3
h4
h5
k1
k2
k3
k4 k5
“ h1k2 h2k1 h3k4
h4k5
h5k3 .
When writing formulæ, we must sometimes depart from the graphical notation,
in which permutations are written top-to-bottom or left-to-right and thanks to their
arrows there is no ambiguity in knowing in which order to compose the labels. We
invariably let permutations act on the right on sets, and thus ‘στ ’ means ‘first σ,
then τ ’.
Exercise A.1. In the wreath product W “ t˘1u o Symp2q, consider the element
h “
´1
Show by concatenating the diagram with itself that h has order exactly 4. The
group W has order 8; which of the order-8 groups is it?
Let us consider a wreath product W “ H ooX G. In writing elements w,w1 P W
algebraically, we may express them in the form w “ fg with f : X Ñ H and g P G,
or in the form w1 “ gf . In both cases, the element g and the function f are unique,
by definition of the semidirect product. The compositions pfgqpf 1g1q and pgfqpg1f 1q
are, in all cases, computed using the relation
g ¨ f “ gf ¨ g,
namely
(2) pfgqpf 1g1q “ pf ¨ gf 1qpgg1q and pgfqpg1f 1q “ pgg1qppg1q´1f ¨ f 1q.
Exercise A.2. Let R be a ring, viewed as a group under addition, and let RG
denote the group ring of G, on which G acts by right multiplication. Show that
R o G is isomorphic to RG ¸ G. More generally, let X be a G-set; then RX is a
G-module. Show that R oX G and RX ¸G are isomorphic.
A.1. Actions. Assume now moreover that H acts from the right on a set Y . Then
there are two natural sets on which W “ H ooX G acts:
‚ There is an action on Y ˆX, given by py, xq ¨ fg “ pyfpxq, xgq for py, xq P
Y ˆX; it is called the imprimitive action;
‚ There is an action on Y X , the set of functions X Ñ Y , given by pφ ¨
fgqpxgq “ φpxqfpxq for φ : X Ñ Y ; it is called the primitive action.
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Exercise A.3. There are natural bijections between the sets pZ ˆ Y q ˆ X “
Z ˆ pY ˆ Xq and pZY qX “ ZYˆX . Assume now that a group G acts on X, a
group H acts on Y and a group I acts on Z. Show that the bijections above give
isomorphisms between the groups pI oY HqoXG and pI oYˆX pH oXGqq as permutation
groups, both of Z ˆ Y ˆX and of pZY qX .
A.2. History. Leo Kaloujnine understood the importance of wreath products in
the early 1940’s. It is said that he worked, during the second World War, in
a uniform factory and observed a rivet machine; it was made of a rotating ring
containing many rotating disks in it. Identifying the movement of the ring with an
action of G and each subdisk with an action of H, one sees that motions of the
machine are described by wreath product elements. In his dissertation (under E´lie
Cartan, [44]), he studied the Sylow subgroups of symmetric groups, and showed
that they were iterated wreath products.
However, this description of maximal p-subgroups of symmetric groups already
appears in the classical 1870 treatise by Camille Jordan [43, II.I.41], who implic-
itly defined wreath products there. This is all the more remarkable since Sylow’s
theorems were only published two years later [78]!
Kaloujnine returned to Soviet Union after the war, and contributed greatly to
the development of mathematics in Ukraine, founding in 1959 the department of
algebra and mathematical logic. He is remembered for the following important
result classifying group extensions; namely, that the wreath product is a universal
object containing all extensions:
Theorem A.4 (Kaloujnine-Krasner, [45]). Let G,H be groups. Denote by pi : H ooGÑ
G the natural projection. Then the map E ÞÑ E defines a bijection between 
E : 1 Ñ H Ñ E Ñ GÑ 1(
isomorphism of extensions
and  
E ď H ooG : pipEq “ G and kerppiq X E –ÝÑ H via c P HG ÞÑ cp1q(
conjugacy of subgroups of H ooG .
Exercise A.5. Prove Theorem A.4.
Hint: given an extension 1 Ñ H Ñ E τÑ GÑ 1, choose a set-theoretic section5
g ÞÑ rg of τ , and define an imbedding E Ñ H ooG by
e ÞÑ
´
g ÞÑ rgepĆgτpeqq´1¯ τpeq.
Theorem A.4 may be interpreted more abstractly as saying that, if 1 Ñ H Ñ
E Ñ G Ñ 1 is an exact sequence and f0 : H Ñ K is a group homomorphism,
then f0 extends naturally to a homomorphism f : E Ñ K ooG. The case f “ id
and H “ K is exactly the statement of the theorem, and the generalised version is
proven in exactly the same manner. The advantage of this formulation is that one
need not require that H be normal in E; and the more general statement is
Theorem A.6. Let H ď E be groups, and let f0 : H Ñ K be a homomorphism.
Then f0 extends naturally to a homomorphism
6 f : E Ñ K ooHzE E{ corepHq.
5namely, a map satisfying τprgq “ g for all g P G
6recall that the core of the subgroup H is the intersection of its conjugates. E{ corepHq is the
natural permutation group acting faithfully on the left coset space HzE.
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More precisely, let G,H be groups, and let G act on the right on a set X. Denote
by pi : H ooGÑ G the natural projection. Then the map E ÞÑ E defines a bijection
between "
E : H ď E and the G-sets X and HzE are isomorphic
via a homomorphism E Ñ G
*
isomorphism E Ñ E1 of groups intertwining the actions on HzE and HzE1
and "
E ď H ooG : pipEq transitive on X and
kerppiq X E –ÝÑ H via c P HX ÞÑ cpxq for all x P X
*
conjugacy of subgroups of H ooG .
Note that we could have written E instead of E{ corepHq everywhere above.
We included it to obtain a smaller group acting on the set X, thus reinforcing the
parallel with Theorem A.4, and expressing E as a subgroup of a presumably easier-
to-construct group. In particular, if rE : Hs “ d ă 8, then E{corepHq is a group
of cardinality between d and d!, since it acts faithfully and transitively on the set
HzE of cardinality d.
Proof. We follow the sketched proof of Theorem A.4; rather than a section GÑ E,
we choose a right transversal T of H in E; namely, a subset T Ă E such that every
e P E may uniquely be written in the form ht with h P H, t P T .
For e P E, let fpeq be the following H-decorated permutation of HzE: the
permutation is given by the natural right-multiplication action of E on HzE, and
on every edge, say from Ht to Hu if Ht ¨ e “ Hu, the label is teu´1.
In formulas, this may be written as follows, although all verifications are easier in
the “decorated permutations” form. Denote by pi the natural map E Ñ E{ corepHq.
Set then fpeq “ cpipeq with c : HzE Ñ H given, for t P T , by cpHtq “ teu´1 for the
unique u P T such that teu´1 P H.
Composing the map c by the homomorphism f0 : H Ñ K gives the first state-
ment. 
Wreath products have occupied a prominent place in the theory of permutation
groups. For illustration, they appear as fundamental constructions in the O’Nan-
Scott theorem classifying maximal subgroups of the symmetric group. We skip
subcases (iii.3). . . (iii.viii) which are too technical:
Theorem A.7 (O’Nan-Scott, [70]). Let G be a maximal subgroup of SympXq for
a finite set X. Then either
(1) the action of G is not transitive7; then X “ Y \ Z and G “ SympY q ˆ
SympZq; or
(2) the action of G is transitive, but not primitive8; then X “ Y ˆ Z and
G “ SympY q o SympZq in its imprimitive action; or
(3) the action of G is primitive; and then either
(3.i) G is an affine group over a finite field; or
(3.ii) X “ Y Z and G “ SympY q o SympZq in its primitive action; or
(3.iii) . . . (3.viii) . . . 
7i.e. there are at least two orbits on X
8i.e. there is a non-trivial G-invariant equivalence relation on X
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A.3. Generators for wreath products. We now consider restricted wreath prod-
ucts W “ H oX G in more detail. We introduce the following notation: if X be a
set and H be a group, then for all x P X and h P H,
we define h@x : X Ñ H by
#
ph@xqpxq “ h,
ph@xqpyq “ 1 for all y ‰ x. .
(reproduced from xkcd.com)
One has the important formula relating conjugation in
W with translation:
ph@xqg “ h@xg
(check it by drawing the decorated permutations!)
Let S be a generating set for G, and let T be a
generating set for H. Let Y Ď X be a choice of one
representative from each G-orbit on X. Then W is
generated by
tt@y : t P T, y P Y u \ S.
A good, but also slightly misleading example, is the
“lamplighter group”: this is the group W “ t˘1uoZ. It
is best understood by its primitive action (on the space
of functions t˘1uZ): imagine an infinite street with at
each integer position a lamppost. The lamp there can
be “on” or “off”. Imagine also that the street is viewed
from the perspective of the “lamplighter”, namely the
person in charge of turning various lamps on and off.
The generator s of Z means “move up the street”, or equivalently “shift all lamps
down” relatively to the lamplighter; and the generator t@1 means “change the state
of the lamp currently in front of the lamplighter”.
This is what is expressed by the cartoon above: relativistically speaking, it makes
no difference to think that a train moves on its tracks, or that the tracks move under
the train. The lamplighter is on the train, and the lamp configurations are on the
track.
The misleading aspect of this example is that one must remember that, when
the lamplighter moves in one direction, the lamps actually move in the opposite
direction. In a regular wreath product, this makes no difference; but in the general
case it does.
Definition A.8. Let G “ xSy be a finitely generated group acting on the right on
a set X. The associated Schreier graph has vertex set X, and for each x P X, s P S
an edge from x to xs. 4
In the case X “ G of a group G acting on itself by (right or left) multiplication,
one obtains the (right or left) Cayley graph of G. The group G acts then by graph
isometries on its Cayley graph by (left or right) multiplication.
Exercise A.9. Consider G “ Symp4q generated by tp1, 2q, p2, 3q, p3, 4qu. Draw the
Schreier graphs of (in order of difficulty)
(1) the action of G on t1, 2, 3, 4u;
(2) the action on the collection of 2-element subsets of t1, 2, 3, 4u;
(3) the action of G on itself by conjugation.
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It would be a great mistake to think that a path in the permutational wreath
product W “ H oX G is a path in the Schreier graph of G with decorations in
H along the path. We shall see where exactly the decorations appear, but their
positions are rather at the inverses of path points. To complicate matters, in case G
is abelian the map x ÞÑ x´1 is an automorphism of G, whence the above “mistaken”
description luckily gives the correct answer.
Let us fix generating sets G “ xSy and H “ xT y, and assume for simplicity that
G acts transitively on X. We also choose a base point x P X. Then W is naturally
generated by T@x\ S.
We consider first the description of elements of W as fg with f : X Ñ H and
g P G. This is the “lamplighter moving” version, because the “lamp vector” f is
not shifted, but the position at which it is changed varies. By (2), the right action
on w “ fg of
— a generator s P S gives ws “ fpgsq;
— a generator t@x P T@x gives wpt@xq “ pf ¨ t@xg´1qg.
Thus if w “ pt0@xqs1pt1@xq ¨ ¨ ¨ s`pt`@xq “ fg, then the support of f is included in
tx, xs´11 , . . . , xps1 . . . s`q´1u.
We may also describe elements of W as gf ; this is the “earth moving” version,
because the “lamp vector” f is shifted, and the lamplighter always changes the
lamp at a fixed position. By (2), the right action on w “ gf of
— a generator s P S gives ws “ pgsq s´1f ;
— a generator t@x P T@x gives wpt@xq “ gpf ¨ t@xq.
Thus if w “ pt0@xqs1pt1@xq ¨ ¨ ¨ s`pt`@xq “ gf , then the support of f is included in
txs1 . . . s`, xs2 . . . s`, . . . , xs`, xu.
The semidirect product description of W “ H oX G gives a presentation of W by
generators and relations; see [17]. Generating as above W by T@Y \ S, we get
W “ @T@Y \ S ˇˇ relations of G, relations of H, and
@t, t1 P T, @y ‰ y1 P Y : rt@y, t1@y1s, and
@t P T, @y P Y, @g P Gy : rt@y, gs, and
@t, t1 P T, @y P Y, @g P pGyzGqztGyu : rt@y, pt1@yqgs
D
.
The exact criterion, assuming X ‰ H and H ‰ 1, is:
Theorem A.10 (Cornulier [17, Theorem 1.1]). The wreath product W is finitely
presented if and only if both G,H are finitely presented, G acts on X with finitely
generated stabilizers, and G acts diagonally on XˆX with finitely many orbits. 
Diestel-Leader graphs. We present a particularly intuitive description of the
Cayley graph of “lamplighter groups” W “ F oZ, for a finite group F of cardinality
q, see [83].
Let T denote the pq ` 1q-regular tree, choose a basepoint o, and a geodesic ray
ω : N Ñ T starting at o. Imagine T as “hanging from ω”: orient the edges on ω
from ωpnq to ωpn`1q, and orient every other edge from its furthest point to ω to its
closest. Define then h : T Ñ Z as follows: for each x P T , there is a unique path
in T from o to x, and set hpxq “ pnumber of edges oriented forwardq ´ pnumber of
edges oriented backwardq on this path9.
9This is usually called a Busemann function
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Consider now the following graph Bpq, qq. Its vertex set is tpx, yq P T ˆ T :
hpxq ` hpyq “ 0u. There is an edge from px, yq to px1, y1q precisely if tx, x1u and
ty, y1u are connected in T . Here is a portion of Bp2, 2q, with one tree pointing up
and one tree pointing down:
Proposition A.11. Consider a wreath product G “ F oZ with a finite group F of
cardinality q. Denote by s a generator of Z, and consider for G the generating set
S “ pF@1qs\ s´1pF@1q. Then the Cayley graph of pG,Sq is Bpq, qq.
Proof. Only in this proof, for a subset A of the integers, let us denote by FA the
set of finitely-supported functions A Ñ F . The vertex set of T may be identified
with
Ů
nPZ F p´8,ns ˆ tnu, in such a manner that there is an edge from pσ, nq to
pσ|p´8,n´1q, n´ 1q for all n P Z and all σ P F p8,ns. Vertices on the ray ω are those
of the form p1, nq with n ď 0.
Therefore, the vertex set of Bpq, qq may be identified with ŮnPZ F p´8,ns ˆ
F p´8,´ns ˆ tnu. This is easily put in correspondence with FZ ˆ Z via the map
pσ, σ1, nq ÞÑ pτ, nq with τ : Z Ñ F the finitely supported function given by τpkq “
σpkq if k ď n and τpkq “ σ1p1´ kq if k ą n.
Thus we put the vertex set of Bpq, qq is bijection with G. It is now routine to
check that the generators in S produce the edges of Bpq, qq. 
This description of lamplighter groups makes some of their geometric features
quite transparent. For example, let us consider a finitely generated group G “ xSy,
and its Cayley graph. A vertex v P G is called a dead end if all neighbours of v are
at least as close to 1 as v. More generally, let us say v is on a k-hill if all paths
from v to an element of norm }v} ` 1 has to go through a vertex of norm }v} ´ k.
In other words, from the top of the hill the only way of going to infinity is to first
go down at least k steps.
Consider the two dots on the picture above. Say one of them is the origin 1.
Then the other one is on a 1-hill. More generally, any element in the lamplighter
group that is reached from the origin by going down k steps, up 2k steps and down
again k steps along a reduced path reaches the top of a k-hill.
This is an fact a familiar phenomenon: consider a long street and two remote
addresses we want to visit on that street, in whichever order, from our starting
point on the street. The shortest way of doing this is to first go to the closest, and
then the other one. The worst possible place to start is at equal distance from both
addresses.
B. Growth of groups
This section is not a treatise on growth of groups; for that, see rather [53]. We do
recall some elementary, basic notions, and provide some motivation for the material
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to appear later. Let G be a group generated by a finite symmetric set (S “ S´1).
One defines the word norm on G by
}g} “ mintn : g “ s1 ¨ ¨ ¨ sn, si P Su,
and a distance10 on G that is invariant under left translation11:
dpg, hq “ }g´1h}.
Thus G is viewed as a normed space, and as a metric space on which G acts by
isometries via left translation.
B.1. Formal growth. One may be interested in regularity properties of the metric
space G; these are best studied via the growth series, the formal power series
ΓGpzq “
ÿ
gPG
z}g} P Zrrzss.
The natural questions that arise are: what is the domain of convergence of ΓGpzq?
What can be said of analytic continuations of ΓGpzq? What are its singularities?
Is the function ΓGpzq rational (i.e. in Qpzq)? or at least algebraic (i.e. there exists
a two-variable polynomial F py, zq P Zry, zs with F pΓGpzq, zq ” 0)?
The consideration of the power series ΓGpzq, and of the above questions, is
justified by the answers that have been given:
‚ ΓGpzq converges in a disk of radius at least 1{#S. If S is symmetric, then
the convergence radius is it fact at least 1{p#S ´ 1q, with equality if and
only G is a free product of Z’s and C2’s with its natural generating set, as
in Definition B.9 below.
‚ If groups G,H are respectively generated by S, T , then the direct product
GˆH is naturally generated by S \ T . One then has
ΓGˆHpzq “ ΓGpzqΓHpzq,
see Proposition B.4.
‚ If groups G,H are respectively generated by S, T , then the free product
G ˚H is naturally generated by S \ T . One then has
1
ΓG˚Hpzq “
1
ΓGpzq `
1
ΓHpzq ´ 1,
see Proposition B.5.
‚ If the group G is virtually abelian [9], or word-hyperbolic [36], or the dis-
crete Heisenberg group [18] H3 “
` 1 Z Z
1 Z
1
˘
, then ΓG is a rational function of
z for all choices of the finite generating set S.
‚ Wreath products give some examples of power series ΓG that are algebraic
functions, as we shall see in Corollary C.3 below.
‚ If G is a 2-step nilpotent group with cyclic derived subgroup, then there
exist generating sets for G such that ΓG is a rational function of z. However,
if G is the 5-dimensional Heisenberg group H5 “
ˆ 1 Z Z Z Z
1 Z
1 Z
1 Z
1
˙
, then there
exist generating sets for which ΓGpzq is transcendental; see [75].
10it is only here that we use the fact that S is symmetric, to obtain dpg, hq “ dph, gq; in fact,
it suffices in all that follows to assume that S generates G as a monoid.
11i.e. dptg, thq “ dpg, hq
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In respect to this last point, note that, for G nilpotent, the growth of G is poly-
nomial so ΓGpzq converges in the unit disk. It is either rational or transcendental,
by the Fatou theorem [21]. More is known:
Theorem B.1 (Po´lya-Carlson [14]). Let Apzq “ řně0 anzn be a power series with
integer coe¨fficients. If A is not rational, then A does not extend analytically beyond
the unit circle.
Most importantly, the growth series is a convenient object that encodes informa-
tion on G. A quite satisfactory theory of “Euler characteristic” has been developed
for groups, see [15]. Here is a special case: if G is the fundamental group of a cel-
lular complex X with contractible universal cover, one declares χpGq to be χpX q.
More generally, if G has a finite-index subgroup H which is the fundamental group
of a space Y , one sets χpGq “ χpY q{rG : Hs; this makes sense because if G is the
fundamental group of X then H is the fundamental group of a rG : Hs-sheeted
covering of X , whose Euler characteristic is rG : HsχpX q. In particular, if G is
finite then χpGq “ 1{#G. This led to the idea that 1{ΓGpzq could behave like an
Euler characteristic, and that its limit 1{ΓGp1q could express χpGq. This is not
always true, but it does hold in some illustrative cases.
Let us compute for instance the growth series of a free group Fk generated by a
basis12. It follows from the formula for free products, or by direct counting if one
notes, for all ` ě 1, that there are 2kp2k ´ 1q`´1 elements of norm ` in Fk, that
(3) ΓFkpzq “ 1` z1´ p2k ´ 1qz .
The value ΓFkp1q is uniquely defined by analytic continuation, and one has 1{ΓFkp1q “
1´ k, in agreement with Fk being the fundamental group of a graph with 1 vertex
and k edges. See [23, 32, 51, 73] for more such examples of the ‘1{ΓGp1q “ χpGq’
phenomenon.
B.2. Complete growth series. There exists a stronger property than having a
rational growth series: a group G “ xSy has a rational geodesic combing if there
exists a finite directed graph with edge labels in S and a fixed “initial” vertex, such
that the set L Ď S˚ of words read from the initial vertex along paths in the graph
has the following property: L maps bijectively to G by the natural evaluation map
of words as elements of G, and the words in L have minimal length among all words
in S˚ having the same evaluation in G. Kervaire suggested to consider the complete
growth series pΓGpzq “ ÿ
gPG
gz}g} P ZGrrzss.
Note that pΓG depends on the choice of generating set S, even though we do not
mention it explicitly. The series pΓGpzq is a power series with coe¨fficients in the group
ring, and one may again ask whether it is rational or algebraic. Since ZG need not be
commutative, let us define more precisely these notions; we refer to [68] for details.
Let Λ Ď Λ be rings. An algebraic system over Λ in variables X1, . . . , Xn is a non-
degenerate13 n-tuple of polynomials P1, . . . , Pn in non-commuting indeterminates
X1, . . . , Xn and coe¨fficients in Λ. In a linear system over Λ, the polynomials are
12i.e. S “ tx1, x´11 , . . . , xk, x´1k u and Fk may be identified with reduced words over S.
13Let us not detail this too much; suffice it to say that the system must have a unique solution
once its initial terms f1p0q, . . . , fnp0q have been fixed.
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restricted to have degree 1 and contain the indeterminate on the right; i.e. the Pi
are sums of monomials all belonging to ΛYŤ1ďiďn ΛXi. A solution is an n-tuple
pf1, . . . , fnq P Λn such that all Pipf1, . . . , fnq “ fi for all i “ 1, . . . , n.
We then say that a power series F pzq P ZGrrzss is rational, respectively algebraic,
if it is the first coo¨rdinate of the solution of a linear, respectively algebraic system
over the polynomial ring ZGrzs. A more direct definition of the ring of rational
functions is that it is the smallest subring of ZGrrzss containing ZGrzs and closed
under Kleene’s quasi-inversion, the operation F pzq˚ “ p1´ F pzqq´1 “ 1` F pzq `
F pzq2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ defined for all F pzq P ZGrrzss with F p0q “ 0.
Exercise B.2. If G admits a rational geodesic combing, then its growth series is
rational.
Hint: define one variable Xi for each vertex i of the graph defining the combing,
and encode the edges of the graph into polynomials.
Exercise B.3. If the growth series of G is rational, then G admits a quasi-geodesic
combing : a language L Ă S˚, recognised by a finite graph as above, with the
property that, for some constant C P N, all words s1 . . . s` P L have the property
` ď C}s1 ¨ ¨ ¨ s`}.
Hint: consider a polynomial system defining pΓG,Spzq, make sure that every term
in ZG is accompanied by at least one factor z. Write the terms in ZG as linear
combinations of words over S, yielding a polynomial system over ZS˚. Let C
be the maximal length of all these words over S that appear in the polynomial
system. A solution to the polynomial system will be a sum of monomials of the
form s1 . . . s`z
n, where n “ }s1 ¨ ¨ ¨ s`} ě `{C.
These notions strengthen the ones for the classical growth series: if pΓGpzq is
rational or algebraic, then its image under the augmentation map ZG Z is ratio-
nal or algebraic. On the other hand, statements concerning the complete growth
series are usually not much harder to prove than the analogous ones concerning the
classical growth series:
Proposition B.4. Let the groups G,H and GˆH be respectively generated by S, T
and S \ T . One then has pΓGˆHpzq “ pΓGpzqpΓHpzq.
Proof. Every element pg, hq P GˆH satisfies }pg, hq} “ }g} ` }h}; sopΓGˆHpzq “ ÿ
pg,hqPGˆH
ghz}g}`}h} “
ÿ
gPG
gz}g}
ÿ
hPH
hz}h} “ pΓGpzqpΓHpzq. 
Proposition B.5. Let the groups G,H and G˚H be respectively generated by S, T
and S \ T . One then has
1pΓG˚Hpzq “ 1pΓGpzq ` 1pΓHpzq ´ 1.
Proof. Every element of w P G ˚ H may be uniquely written in the form w “
h0g1h1 ¨ ¨ ¨ g` with h0 P H, h1, . . . , h`´1 P Hzt1u, g1, . . . , g`´1 P Gzt1u, g` P G. ThuspΓG˚Hpzq “ ÿ
`ě0
pΓHpzqpppΓGpzq ´ 1qppΓHpzq ´ 1qq`pΓGpzq
“ pΓHpzq 1
1´ ppΓGpzq ´ 1qppΓHpzq ´ 1qpΓGpzq;
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so
1pΓG˚Hpzq “ 1pΓGpzq ppΓGpzq ` pΓHpzq ´ pΓGpzqpΓHpzqq 1pΓHpzq
“ 1pΓHpzq ` 1pΓGpzq ´ 1. 
These results are generalized to graph products in [3]: given a graph Γ with
vertex set V and a group Gv for each v P V , the graph product of the Gv is
GΓ :“ ˚
vPV
Gv
M@rGv, Gws for each edge pv, wqD.
Recall that a clique in a graph is a subset of the vertices any two of which are
connected by an edge. They show:
Proposition B.6 ([3, Theorem 3.8]). Let each group Gv have generating set Sv,
and consider the generating set
Ť
vPV Sv of GΓ. Then
1pΓGΓpzq “
ÿ
clique WĎV
ź
vPW
´ 1pΓGv ´ 1
¯
.
There are few classes of groups in which pΓGpzq is rational for all choices of
generating set:
Proposition B.7 (Liardet [52]). If G is virtually abelian then pΓGpzq is rational
for all choices of generating set. 
Proposition B.8 (Grigorchuk-Nagnibeda [33]). If G is word-hyperbolic then pΓGpzq
is rational for all choices of generating set. 
Note that there is no need to consider rings such as ZG; the definition is more
naturally phrased in terms of a semiring such as NG. The polynomials Pi are
restricted to be sums of products of monomials, and no subtraction is allowed. The
notions of Z-rationality and N-rationality differ subtly, see e.g. [10].
Let us now compute explicitly the complete growth series of a free group. It
simplifies a little the notation to answer a slightly more general question. We
denote throughout the text the cyclic group of order p by Cp:
Definition B.9. A free-like group is a finite free product of Z’s and C2’s.
Say that a free-like group G has m1 factors isomorphic to C2 and m2 factors
isomorphic to Z; then it has a symmetric generating set of size m1`2m2, consisting
of one generator for each C2 and a generator and its inverse for each Z. The group
G is characterised by the property that its Cayley graph (see after Definition A.8)
is an pm1 ` 2m2q-regular undirected tree. We call such an S a natural generating
set for G. 4
For instance, the free group Fm{2 is free-like for m even, and ˚mC2 is free-like.
Let G be free-like, and let S denote a natural generating set of G with cardinality
m. We shall see that G has rational complete growth series. For ease of notation,
we write s for s´1. We identify elements of G with reduced words over S, i.e. words
not containing consecutive ss.
For all s P S, define Fs P ZGrrzss by
Fs “
ÿ
wPG, not
starting with s
wz}w};
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so pΓGpzq “ 1`řsPS szFs. We have the linear system in non-commutative unknowns
Fs
Fs “ 1`
ÿ
tPS,t‰s
tzFt,
with solution Fs “ p1´ szqp1´řtPS tz ` pm´ 1qz2q´1, so finally
(4) pΓGpzq “ 1´ z2
1´řsPS sz ` pm´ 1qz2 ,
compare with (3).
B.3. Asymptotic growth. We return to a group G with generating set S, and
view it as a metric space for the word metric. We consider the volume growth of
balls in the metric space pG, dq; this is the growth function vG : R` Ñ N given by
vGpRq “ #tg P G : }g} ď Ru.
It is naturally related to the formal power series Γpzq: indeed vGpRq is the sum
of all coe¨fficients of Γpzq of degree ď R; equivalently, for R P N it is the degree-R
coe¨fficient of Γpzq{p1´zq. Thus, by Tauberian and Abelian theorems (see e.g. [59]),
asymptotics of vGpRq as R Ñ 8 may be related to asymptotics of ΓGpzq as z Ñ
the convergence radius. In particular, the function vGpRq grows as Rd if and only
if ΓGpzq converges in the unit disk and has an order-d pole singularity at 1.
The norm } ¨ } depends on the choice of generating set S, but only mildly:
different choices of generating sets give equivalent norms, and equivalent metrics.
If for v, w : R` Ñ N we write v À w to mean that vpRq ď wpCRq for a constant
C P R` and all R " 0, and we write v „ w to mean v À w À v, then
Lemma B.10. The „-equivalence class of vG is independent of the choice of gen-
erating set.
Proof. Let S, S1 be two finite generating sets for G, and let us temporarily write
}g}S , }g}S1 and vG,S , vG,S1 for the norms and growth functions with respect to S, S1.
There exists then a constant C P N such that }s1}S ď C for all s1 P S1, and thus
}g}S1 ď C}g}S . This gives vG,SpRq ď vG,S1pCRq. The reverse inequality holds by
symmetry. 
Note, as a consequence, that all exponentially-growing functions are equivalent,
and that Rd and C ¨ Rd are equivalent as soon as d ą 0. The exponential growth
rate
(5) λG,S “ lim vG,SpRq1{R
is nevertheless worthy of consideration, and will be discussed in §H.
B.4. History. Interest in asymptotic growth of groups dates back at least to the
early 1950’s, in the works of Krause [50], Efremovich [19] and Sˇvarc [76]; they were
seeking coarse invariants of manifolds based on their fundamental group. Milnor
noted in [56] that, if G is the fundamental group of a compact riemannian manifold
M , then vG is equivalent to the volume growth of balls in the universal cover of
M .
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Here is a schematic of the known equivalence classes of growth functions of
groups. Note the two dots for the two groups of order 4, respectively the two
groups Z4 and the Heisenberg group H3 with quartic growth:
1
‚
1
Z
2Z
‚
2
‚
3
‚
‚
4
Z
5Z
‚
5
¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨
Z
‚
R
Z2
‚
R2
‚
R3
Z4
H3‚
‚
R4
¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨
gap
vmin
???
W012
‚
exppR0.76...q
F2
‚
exppRq
The left of the graph is occupied by finite groups; the growth of a finite group
is equivalent to the constant function taking value the order of the group. Abelian
groups, and more generally virtually14 nilpotent groups have polynomial growth of
type Rd for an integer d. The converse is a deep result by Gromov:
Theorem B.11 (Gromov [34]). A finitely generated group has growth function
bounded by a polynomial if and only if it is virtually nilpotent. 
It follows also from Gromov’s argument that there exists a superpolynomial
function vminpRq such that all groups with growth Ä vmin are virtually nilpotent;
so there are no functions with growth strictly between polynomial and vmin. Explicit
estimates in [72] imply that one may take vminpRq “ RplogRq1{100 , although the gap
is probably larger. Note also that there need not exist a Ä-largest function vmin. If
one restricts oneself to virtually residually15 nilpotent groups, then the gap extends
at least to exppR1{2q, see [31]; if one restricts oneself to virtually residually solvable
groups, then the gap extends at least to exppR1{6q, see [82].
Milnor asked in 1968, in a famous problem in the “American Math Monthly” [57],
whether there exist groups whose growth function is neither polynomial nor expo-
nential. He also conjectured in that note that groups of polynomial growth are
precisely the virtually nilpotent groups. Milnor and Wolf showed in [55, 84] that
virtually solvable groups have either polynomial or exponential growth, and the
inexistence of groups with growth between polynomial and exponential became
known as “Wolf’s conjecture”. Recall the celebrated “Tits’ alternative” [79]: a
finitely generated subgroup of a linear group in characteristic 0 either is virtually
solvable or contains a non-abelian free subgroup; from this it follows that linear
groups always have polynomial or exponential growth (see furthermore §H).
However, groups of intermediate growth exist, and Grigorchuk [29] gave such an
example, known as the first Grigorchuk group G012; see §D.
The growth of G012 is not known, even up to „-equivalence; conjecturally, it is
the same as the growth of the group W012pC2q, which will be introduced in §E. The
hatched region above indicates that, in fact, there are many groups of intermediate
growth, and that any “reasonable” function between exppR0.76...q and exppRq is
equivalent to the growth function of a group, see Theorem F.2.
There are at least two arguments for considering asymptotic growth rather than
exact growth of groups. Firstly, the asymptotics of the growth function does not
depend on the generating set, by Lemma B.10, so is an invariant of the group itself.
14A property is said to virtually hold if it holds for a finite-index subgroup.
15A property is said to hold residually if for every non-trivial element there exists a quotient
in which this element remains non-trivial and the property holds.
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Secondly, we expect “most” growth series to be transcendental power series, so that
they are probably difficult to describe, manipulate or expand; this happens e.g. for
groups of subexponential growth, whose growth series converges in the unit disk so
is either rational or transcendental, by Fatou’s theorem (see Theorem B.1).
C. Growth of regular wreath products
We consider in this section a wreath product W “ H oX G, and compute its
growth series. We assume that generating sets S, T for G,H respectively have been
chosen, and that the growth series of G and H are known.
C.1. Wreath products over finite sets. As a first step, let us suppose that the
set X is finite, say X “ tx1, . . . , xdu. Then, as generating set for W , we may take
tt@x : t P T, x P Xu \ S. For this generating set, we have
ΓW pzq “ ΓHpzq#XΓGpzq,
and by a small abuse of notation the same relation on complete growth series:
pΓW pzq “ ´ dź
i“1
pΓHpzq@xi¯pΓGpzq.
Indeed, every element w PW may uniquely be written in the form w “ ph1@x1q ¨ ¨ ¨ phd@xdqg
for some h1, . . . , hd P H, g P G, and the growth series of thi@xi : hi P Hu naturally
coincides with that of H. In particular, if ΓGpzq and ΓHpzq are rational, then so is
ΓW pzq.
Johnson obtained in [42] the same conclusion for more complicated generating
sets of W .
C.2. Lamplighter groups. The next case we consider is G “ X “ Z, and in
particular “lamplighter groups”. Since the computations will be generalised in the
next section, we content ourselves with a brief description of the growth series, and
for simplicity assume that H is a finite group. We consider W “ H o Z, denote a
generator of Z by s, and let W be generated by the set ts, s´1u \H@1.
Consider an element w PW . If its image under the natural map W Ñ Z is non-
negative, then it may be written minimally in the form s´mph0@1qsph1@1q ¨ ¨ ¨ sphp@1qs´n
with hi P H, m,n ě 0 and p ě m ` n, while if its image in Z is negative, then
it may be written minimally in the form smph0@1qs´1ph1@1q ¨ ¨ ¨ s´1php@1qsn with
p ą m ` n. Furthermore, h0 must be non-trivial unless m “ 0, and hp must be
non-trivial unless n “ 0.
All these constraints are local and therefore rational, except the long-range re-
lation between m,n, p. However, in terms of computing growth series, the letters
in the expression s´mph0@1qsph1@1q ¨ ¨ ¨ sphp@1qs´n can be permuted at no cost;
and the set of expressions of the form
ph0@1qs´1sph1@1q ¨ ¨ ¨ s´1sphm@1qsphm`1@1q ¨ ¨ ¨ sphp´n@1qss´1php´n`1@1q ¨ ¨ ¨ ss´1php@1q
is indeed a rational language, so that its growth function is rational.
Exercise C.1. Compute the growth series of C2 o Z with the standard generators
C2@1 Y ts, s´1u. Note that the growth function grows exponentially, at the same
rate as Fibonacci numbers. Could you have guessed the appearance of Fibonacci
numbers without going through the calculations?
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C.3. Regular wreath products with free groups. We compute in this subsec-
tion the complete growth series of a wreath product of the form W “ H oG for G a
free group. In fact, we suppose more generally that G is free-like, see Definition B.9,
so that its Cayley graph for the generating set S is an m-regular tree T . We keep
the convention of writing s for s´1 P S. We suppose as usual that W is generated
by T@1\ S.
Consider w P W , written as w “ ph0@1qg1ph1@1q ¨ ¨ ¨ g`ph`@1q with gi P G and
hi P H. Following the arguments in §A.3, one may write it as
w “
ź`
i“0
phi@eiq ¨ g1 ¨ ¨ ¨ g`, with ei “ pg1 ¨ ¨ ¨ giq´1.
The support of w is the subgraph of T traced by inverses of prefixes of the word
g1 . . . g`; it is the convex hull of te0, . . . , e`u in T . We shall count elements of W
by examining their possible supports and summing over them.
For each s P S, let Θs denote the set of finite subtrees of T , containing 1 and no
element of S except possibly s. Each θ P Θs has outer vertices, with at most one
neighbour in θ, and inner vertices, with at least two neighbours in θ. We introduce
non-commutative power series Espx, y, zq with coe¨fficients in ZGrzs, which count
the number of Eulerian cycles16 in trees Θs, weighted by length in z; the variables
x, y belong to G and in particular are not assumed central. The series Espx, y, zq
are defined by the algebraic system
(6) Espx, y, zq “ 1` sysz2 ` sx
´ ź
tPS,t‰s
Etpx, y, zq ´ 1
¯
sz2.
1 s
The monomials in Es are in bijection with (Eulerian cycles tracing) trees in
Θs; if a tree θ with p edges has inner vertices at f1, . . . , fn and non-trivial outer
vertices at f 11, . . . , f 1n1 , then the monomial corresponding to it is the product, in
some order, of z2p, xf1 , . . . , xfn , yf
1
1 , . . . , yf
1
n1 . Indeed the equation defining Es says
that a monomial counted by Es is either the empty tree (counted as 1), or a single
edge from 1 to s (counted as sysz2), or an edge from 1 to s, followed by m ´ 1
subtrees counted recursively by Et for all t ‰ s, which are not all empty. Note
that, if θ has p edges, then a minimal closed path that explores all vertices of θ has
length 2p.
Let Dspzq denote the sum of wz}w} over all elements w P W which belong to
the base group HG and whose support is an element of Θs. Such elements may
be counted as follows: starting from a support θ P Θs, choose a word g1 . . . g` in
G of minimal length that visits all vertices of θ; and, each time a vertex is first
visited, insert an element of H, which furthermore must be non-trivial if the vertex
is outer. Therefore,
(7) Dspzq “ EsppΓHpzq, pΓHpzq ´ 1, zq.
16i.e. cycles that traverse each edge once
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Next, let Fspzq denote the sum of wz}w} over all elements w “ fg P W with
f : G Ñ H, g P G not beginning in s, and whose support does not contain s. We
have a linear system
(8) Fspzq “
ź
t‰s
Dtpzq `
ÿ
t‰s
´ ź
u‰t,s
Dupzq
¯
tzFt,
since in every such element either g “ 1 and the support explores all the neighbours
t of 1 except s, or g begins by a generator, say t, and then its support explores
all neighbours of 1 except s, t, then moves to t, and continues by an element not
starting by t. Finally,
(9) pΓW pzq “ź
sPS
Dspzq `
ÿ
sPS
´ź
t‰s
Dtpzq
¯
szFspzq,
for the same reasoning as above. Combining Equations (6–9), we deduce:
Theorem C.2. If H is a finitely generated group whose complete growth seriespΓHpzq is algebraic, and G is a free-like group, then the complete growth series of
W is also algebraic.
Corollary C.3 (Parry, [65]). If H is a finitely generated group whose growth series
ΓHpzq is algebraic, and G is a free-like group, then the growth series of W is also
algebraic.
If furthermore ΓHpzq is rational and m ď 2, then ΓW pzq is also rational.
On the other hand, if m ě 3 then ΓW pzq does not belong to the field generated
by z and ΓHpzq.
Proof. Apply the augmentation map $ : g ÞÑ 1 to Equations (6–9); this gives an
algebraic system of degree maxpm´1, 1q expressing ΓW pzq in terms of z and ΓHpzq.
In particular, for m “ 2 it is a linear system.
Conversely, assume m ě 3 and let ρ denote the convergence radius of the series
of the image of Ds under $. Note that limzÑρ´ $pDsqpzq is finite: if the limit were
infinite, convergence to infinity would be order pm ´ 1qˆ itself, a contradiction.
Therefore $pDsq has a non-pole singularity, so is not in Qpz,ΓHpzqq. 
Exercise C.4. Show that, for the lamplighter group C2 o Z, the complete growth
series is not rational.
Hint: use Exercise B.3.
C.4. Traveling salesmen. To glimpse at the limit of what can be computed,
consider now the case G “ Z2. No property of ΓW pzq is known, and this is due
to the fact that there is no good description of words of minimal norm describing
group elements.
In fact, the problem can be quite precisely stated as follows. One is given a point
p8 and a set tp1, . . . , p`u in Z2, and is required to find a walk of minimal length
on the grid that starts at p0, 0q, visits all the points p1, . . . , p` in some order, and
ends at p8. This is a classical travelling salesman problem, and is known to be NP-
complete, see [24, 25]. It is a small step to venture that finding a good description
of minimal paths is at least as hard as finding those paths’ length.
C.5. Asymptotic growth. Regular wreath products, in non-degenerate cases, all
have exponential growth. This is in stark contrast to the case of permutational
wreath products, as we shall see in §E.
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Proposition C.5. If H ‰ 1 and G is infinite, then W “ H o G has exponential
growth.
Proof. Choose h ‰ 1 P H, and without loss of generality assume that h is a gen-
erator of H. Since G is infinite, there exists an infinite word g1g2 . . . that traces a
geodesic in the Cayley graph (see after A.8) of G, with g1, g2, . . . generators of G
and also of W . In particular, all pg1 ¨ ¨ ¨ giq´1 are distinct. Consider then, for any
` P N, the set of elements ph@1q0g1ph@1q1 ¨ ¨ ¨ g`ph@1q` : 0, . . . , ` P t0, 1u(.
All these elements have norm at most 2` ` 1, and there are 2``1 such elements.
They are all distinct, since when they are rewritten in the form fg1 . . . g` one has
fppg1 ¨ ¨ ¨ giq´1q “ hi so that the i can be recovered from the element. Therefore,
vW p2`` 1q ě 2``1. 
D. (Self-)similar groups
We begin by introducing self-similar groups. They are groups with an additional
structure:
Definition D.1. A group G is self-similar if it is endowed with a homomorphism
φ : GÑ G oX SympXq for some set X. The map φ is called the wreath recursion of
G. 4
In this text, we shall always assume that the set X is finite, and shall (unless
stated otherwise) also assume that the homomorphism φ is injective. A self-similar
group is a group G in which elements may be recursively described by a permutation
of X, decorated by elements of G itself. In case X “ t0, 1, . . . , d ´ 1u, we also
write elements of G oX SympXq in the form xxg0, . . . , gd´1yypi for group elements
g0, . . . , gd´1 and a permutation pi P SympXq.
It is essential to understand that being self-similar is an attribute of a group, and
not a property. Thus, for example, a topological group is a group endowed with a
topology; and every group is a topological group, for the discrete and the coarse
topology. In the same vein, every group is self-similar, merely for the reason that
it is similar to itself. Taking X “ t0u and φpgq “ xxgyy is uninteresting, but is not
illegal.
D.1. Finite-state self-similar groups. We describe two fundamental construc-
tions of self-similar groups.
For the first, start by a well-understood group F , such as a free group; and
choose a (not necessarily injective!) homomorphism φ˜ : F Ñ F oX SympXq. There
exists then a maximal quotient of F on which the map φ˜ induces an injective wreath
recursion. To wit, one defines an increasing sequence Ni of normal subgroups of F
by
(10) N0 “ 1, Ni`1 “ φ˜´1pNXi q,
and sets G “ F {ŤiNi. By construction, the map φ˜ induces an injective map
φ : GÑ G oX SympXq.
An important example of group defined by this method — and which, essentially,
cannot be defined differently — is the first Grigorchuk group, introduced in [28] and
based on [2]. Consider
(11) F “ xa, b, c, d | a2, b2, c2, d2, bcdy – C2 ˚ pC2 ˆ C2q,
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and define φ˜ : F Ñ F o Symp2q by
φ˜paq “ , φ˜pbq “ a c , φ˜pcq “ a d , φ˜pdq “ b .
It is straightforward to see that φ˜ is a homomorphism — just compute the images
of the relators. It is, however, remarkable that one may compute efficiently in G
just using this description. We use the same letters a, b, c, d for the corresponding
generators of G. As an illustration, let us check that the relation padq4 holds in G.
Writing the permutation diagrams horizontally, one has
φppadq4q “
´ b ¯4 “ ´ b b ¯2 “ ´
b
b ¯2 “
b2
b2
“ 1,
so padq4 “ 1 in G because φ is injective.
Exercise D.2. Using similar calculations, compute the exponent of ab and ac in
G.
Note that, in that example, G “ xSy for the set S “ t1, a, b, c, du which has the
property that φpSq is contained in S ˆ S ˆ Symp2q. More generally,
Definition D.3. Let G be a self-similar group. A subset S Ď G is state-closed if
φpSq is contained in SX ˆ SympXq.
An element g P G is finite-state if there exists a state-closed subset of G con-
taining g. A subset of G is finite-state if all its elements are finite-state. 4
Exercise D.4. Let Z “ xty be endowed with the self-similar structure φptq “
t t2 . Show that only t0 is finite-state.
Lemma D.5. The product and inverse of finite-state elements is again finite-state.
Proof. If g, h are finite-state contained respectively in state-closed sets S, T , then
gh´1 is finite-state, since it belongs to the finite state-closed set ST´1. 
Therefore, a finitely generated self-similar group G is finite-state if and only
if its generators are finite-state, and one may assume that G is generated by a
state-closed set.
In that case, the wreath recursion of G may conveniently be represented by
an automaton, more precisely a Mealy automaton. This is a directed graph with
vertex set S called its states, and with an edge from s P S to t P S, with label ‘x|y’,
whenever the decorated permutation φpsq maps x P X to y P X and has label t
on the edge x Ñ y. Thus, in a sense, the graph is the dual of the permutation
diagram, with the roles of X and S exchanged. The automaton generating the first
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Grigorchuk is, with the convention X “ t0,1u,
b d
c
a 1
1|1
0|0
1|1
0|0
1|1
0|0
0|1,1|0
0|0,1|1
Assume that the self-similar group was obtained as above as a quotient of a self-
similar group F with a map φ˜ : F Ñ F oX SympXq. Recall that the word problem
asks, given a word in the generators of a finitely generated group, to determine
whether the group element that it defines is trivial. There are groups, even finitely
presented, in which the word problem is unsolvable [62]; however,
Lemma D.6. Let F be a finite-state finitely generated self-similar group with
wreath recursion φ˜ and solvable word problem, and G be the maximal quotient of F
on which the induced wreath recursion GÑ G oX SympXq is injective. Then G also
has solvable word problem.
Proof. Assume without loss of generality that F is generated by the finite state-
closed set S, and denote also by S the corresponding generating set of G. Given
a word w P S˚ of length `, it defines a state-closed element of F , belonging to the
state-closed set S`. Consider the corresponding automaton with vertex set S`.
Let U Ď S` denote the set of states that are reachable from w P S` by arbitrarily
long paths. This set is computable: set U 10 :“ twu, and for i ě 0 set U 1i`1 :“
U 1iYtendpoints of edges starting in U 1iu; then the U 1i form an increasing sequence of
subsets of S`, hence stabilize, say to U20 . Note that U20 is the set of states reachable
from w. For all i ě 0, let U2i`1 denote those endpoints of edges starting in U2i ; then
the U2i form a decreasing sequence of subsets of S`, hence stabilize, to U .
The element of G defined by w is trivial in G if and only if both all the edges
starting in U20 have labels of the form ‘x|x’ for some x P X, and all elements of U
define trivial elements of F under the evaluation map S˚ Ñ F .
More precisely, let m P N be minimal such that every element of U may be
reached from w by a path of length at most m. Then the conditions above imply
that w belongs to the normal subgroup Nm of F , see (10). 
The above proof amounts to constructing a Mealy automaton for the action of
S`, and examining it to determine which of its states are trivial in G.
D.2. Linear groups. Here is another construction of self-similar groups. Consider
a group G, a subgroup H, and a homomorphism φ0 : H Ñ G. By the “permuta-
tional Kaloujnine-Krasner theorem” A.6, there exists a natural extension φ : G Ñ
G oX SympXq, with X “ HzG, in such a manner that φphq “ xx . . . , φ0phq, . . . yy . . .
for all h P H, with the ‘φ0phq’ in position H P HzG.
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Alternatively, this map φ may be directly constructed as follows: choose a
transversal T of H in G, namely a subset T Ď G such that every g P G may
uniquely be written in the form ht with h P H, t P T . Identify X with T . Let then
φpgq be the decorated permutation that sends t P T to u P T with label φ0ptgu´1q
whenever tgu´1 belongs to H.
Here is a fundamental example: choose a prime number p, and consider
G “ Γ0ppq “
ˆ
Z Z
pZ Z
˙
X SL2pZq.
Consider also the matrix Φ “ p p 0
0 p´1 q P SL2pQq, and H “ GXGΦ
´1
. Set φ0phq “
hΦ. This example generalizes naturally to G any matrix group, such as for instance
a congruence subgroup of SLnpZq for arbitrary n, or even SLnpZq itself. This shows
that the class of linear groups over Z is contained in the class of self-similar groups.
In fact, the only essential ingredient of the above construction is the element
Φ in the commensurator of G. Recall that, for a subgroup G of a group L, the
commensurator of G is the subgroup of those x P L such that G X Gx has finite
index in G and in Gx. If G is an irreducible lattice in a Lie group G, then G may be
called arithmetic [54] if its commensurator is dense in L; e.g. the commensurator of
SLnpZq in SLnpRq is SLnpQq. Then all arithmetic lattices admit self-similar actions
on rooted trees [46].
D.3. Rooted trees. Let X be a set, and consider the associated rooted regular
tree T : its vertex set is X˚ “ txi . . . x1 : xj P Xu “ Ůiě0Xi, and it has an edge
between xi`1xi . . . x1 and xi . . . x1 for all xi P X. The tree is rooted at the empty
word, the unique element of X0; the set of vertices at distance i from the root is
identified with Xi, and the Cartesian product X8 is naturally interpreted as the
boundary BT of the tree, namely the set of infinite rays emanating from the root.
Here for illustration is the top of the binary tree:
H
0
00
000 100
10
010 110
1
01
001 101
11
011 111
Let W denote the isometry group of T , namely the set of bijections of X˚ that fix
the root H and preserve the edge structure of T . Given g P W , let σ P SympXq
denote the action of g on X “ X1, and for all x P X define an element gx P W
by pxn ¨ ¨ ¨x1xqg “ pxn ¨ ¨ ¨x1qgx pxσq; namely, gx describes the action of g on the
subtree X˚x as is it carried to X˚xσ by g.
Lemma D.7. The map
φ :
#
W ÑW o SympXq
g ÞÑ xxgx : x P Xyyσ
is a group isomorphism.
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Proof. Given gx PW and σ P SympXq, an element g PW may uniquely be defined
by pxn ¨ ¨ ¨x1xqg “ pxn ¨ ¨ ¨x1qgx pxσq. This proves that φ is bijective.
To see that φ is a homomorphism, consider the #X subtrees below the root.
They are permuted according to the permutation part σ of φ, and simultaneously
acted upon by the decorations gx. Composition of decorated permutations therefore
coincides with composition of tree isometries. 
Let us now start with a self-similar group G. Its wreath recursion φ : G Ñ
G oX SympXq then defines an action of G on X. Furthermore, the wreath recursion
can be “iterated”: one has maps
G
φÝÑ G oX SympXq φ
XÝÑpG oX SympXqq oX SympXq
“ G oX2 pSympXq oX SympXqq ÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨
so that G acts on Xi for all i P N. Furthermore, these actions are compatible with
each other, in the sense that the map pxi`1, xi, . . . , x1q ÞÑ pxi, . . . , x1q interlaces
the actions on Xi`1 and Xi. Taking the inverse limit of Xi under these projection
maps gives an action on the Cartesian product X8. Note that sequences in X8
are infinite on the left, namely are of the form p. . . , xi`1, xi, . . . , x1q.
The compatibility between the actions on Xi and Xi`1 precisely means that G
acts by tree isometries on the rooted regular tree T with vertex set X˚.
Note that, even if the wreath recursion φ is injective, the action of the G on
the tree T need not be faithful. This is, however, the case for the examples of
self-similar action of the first Grigorchuk group (see Proposition E.9) and of the
congruence subgroup Γ0ppq.
We introduced the self-similar structure on Γ0ppq and not on SL2pZq because
the latter does not act on the rooted p-regular tree, in which each vertex has degree
p ` 1 except the root which has degree p. If we add an edge upwards from the
root, and a rooted p-regular tree above it, to the rooted p-regular tree, we obtain a
pp`1q-regular tree on which the action of Γ0ppq extends to an action of SL2pZq. In
fact, this action is already well-known, see [71, §II.1]: the pp` 1q-regular tree is the
Bruhat-Tits tree of SL2pZpq. Its vertices are homothety classes of lattices – Z2p in
Qp, and there is an edge between classes Qpˆ Λ an Qpˆ Λ1 if they admit representatives
αΛ, α1Λ1 with αΛ Ă α1Λ1 and rα1Λ1 : αΛs “ p. The group SL2pQpq naturally acts
on lattices, and SL2pZpq acts as the stabilizer of the root Qpˆ Z2p. The congruence
subgroup Γ0ppq fixes an edge adjacent to the root, and the rooted p-regular tree T
is spanned by those lattices of the form xppn, 0q, px0` x1p` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` xn´1pn´1, 1qy for
n P N and x0, . . . , xn´1 P t0, . . . , p´ 1u.
Let us remark in passing that obtaining an action on a rooted tree is not spec-
tacular in itself: every countable residually-p group acts on a rooted p-regular tree.
Indeed, choose a descending sequence G “ G0 ą G1 ą ¨ ¨ ¨ of subgroups with
rG : Gis “ pi and ŞGi “ 1. Let the vertices of T be the set of right cosets of all
Gi, with an edge between Gig and Gi`1g for all i P N, g P G; and let G act by right
multiplication on T .
This action is in general not self-similar, nor is it “economical”, in the sense that
the permutation group acting on Xi may have order comparable to p#Xqi rather
than p#X!q#Xi .
Finally, let us return to the construction of a self-similar group G as a quotient
of a self-similar group F so that the wreath recursion becomes injective. Knowing
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that the action of G is faithful helps in solving the word problem, in case G is not
finite-state:
Lemma D.8. Let F be a self-similar group with wreath recursion φ˜ and solvable
word problem, and let G be the maximal quotient of F on which the induced wreath
recursion is injective. Assume that the action of G on the tree T is faithful. Then
G also has solvable word problem.
Proof. Let S be a generating set for F , and consider w P S˚. We start two semi-
algorithms in parallel; the first one will stop if w is non-trivial in G, and the second
one will stop if w is trivial in G.
If w is non-trivial in G, then it will act non-trivially on some vertex of T , and
this vertex may be found by enumerating all vertices of T and computing the action
of w on it by applying φ˜.
If w is trivial, then it belongs to one of the normal subgroups Ni. Going through
all i “ 0, 1, . . . in sequence, and iterating i times φ˜ on w yields #Xi elements of F .
If all of them are trivial in F , then w is trivial; otherwise continue with the next
i. 
Here are two fundamental examples of self-similar groups. Let T “ X˚ be a
rooted regular tree, and let Q be a group acting transitively on X. Consider the
iterated wreath products Qi “ Q oX Q oX ¨ ¨ ¨ oX Q, with i factors; these groups act
naturally on Xi by the imprimitive action.
On the one hand, there is a natural map Qi`1  Qi, given by deleting the
leftmost factor, i.e. naturally mapping Qi`1 “ Q oX Qi to Qi – 1 oX Qi. Set then
G “ limÐÝQi, the projective limit being taken along these epimorphisms. The self-
similarity structure φ : GÑ GoXQ is induced by the identity map Qi –ÝÑ Qi´1 oXQ.
Since it ‘peels off’ the rightmost factor, it is compatible with the inverse limit. It
defines a profinite self-similar group G.
On the other hand, there is a natural map Qi ãÑ Qi`1, given by inserting a trivial
leftmost factor, i.e. naturally mapping Qi – 1 oX Qi to Qi`1 “ Q oX Qi. Set then
L “ limÝÑQi, the union (= injective limit) being taken along these monomorphisms.
The self-similarity structure φ : LÑ L oX Q is induced by the identity map Qi –ÝÑ
Qi´1 oX Q. Since it ‘peels off’ the rightmost factor, it is compatible with the union.
It defines a locally finite group L.
Exercise D.9. Show that L is a dense subgroup of G.
A law for a group G is a word wpx1, x2, . . . q in variables x1, x2, . . . such that,
whenever the elements x1, x2, . . . are replaced by group elements from G, the word
evaluates to 1 in G. For example, abelian groups are characterised as those groups
satisfying the law w “ rx1, x2s.
Exercise D.10. Show that L satisfies no non-trivial law.
Hint: it suffices to look at the case X “ t1, 2u. By Theorem A.4, every finite
2-group imbeds in Qi for some i P N, and therefore in G. Finally, the free group is
residually 2.
See [1] for a general result about inexistence of group laws, which covers the
group L.
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D.4. Similar families of groups. The notion of self-similar group may be gen-
eralised to a family of similar groups.
Definition D.11. Let Ω be a set, and let σ : Ω ý be a map. A similar family of
groups over Ω is a family pGωqωPΩ of groups and a family of homomorphisms
φω : Gω Ñ Gσω oXω SympXωq,
for a family of sets pXωqωPΩ. 4
Just as before, each group Gω acts on a tree Tω with vertex set
Ů
iě0Xσi´1ω ˆ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Xω. This rooted tree is now not anymore regular, but it is still spherically
homogeneous, in that its isometry group is transitive on the set of vertices at given
distance from the root.
As before, there are two fundamental examples of similar families of groups. Let
pXωqωPΩ be a family of sets, and let pQωqωPΩ be a family of groups, with Qω acting
on Xω, say transitively for simplicity.
Consider the iterated wreath products Qω,i “ Qσi´1ω oXσi´2ω ¨ ¨ ¨ oXω Qω, with i
factors; these groups act naturally on Xσi´1ω ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ˆXω by the imprimitive action.
On the one hand, there is a natural map Qω,i`1  Qω,i, given by deleting
the leftmost factor, i.e. naturally mapping Qω,i`1 “ Qσiω oXσi´1ω Qω,i to Qω,i –
1 oXσi´1ω Qω,i. Set then Gω “ limÐÝQω,i, the projective limit being taken along these
epimorphisms. The self-similarity structure φω : Gω Ñ Gσω oXω Qω is induced by
the identity map Qσ,i
–ÝÑ Qσω,i´1 oXω Qω. Since it ‘peels off’ the rightmost factor,
it is compatible with the inverse limit. It defines a profinite self-similar group Gω.
On the other hand, there is a natural map Qω,i ãÑ Qω,i`1, given by inserting
a trivial leftmost factor, i.e. naturally mapping Qω,i – 1 oXσi´1ω Qω,i to Qω,i`1 “
Qσiω oXσi´1ωQω,i. Set then Lω “ limÝÑQω,i, the injective limit being taken along these
monomorphisms. The self-similarity structure φω : Lω Ñ Lσω oXω Qω is induced by
the identity map Qσ,i
–ÝÑ Qσω,i´1 oXω Qω. Since it ‘peels off’ the rightmost factor,
it is compatible with the union. It defines a locally finite self-similar group Lω.
D.5. The Grigorchuk family Gω. We shall concentrate particularly on one spe-
cific example. Write t0, 1, 2u for the three non-trivial homomorphisms C2 ˆ C2 Ñ
C2, identified for definiteness as follows. We view the source C2 ˆ C2 “ t1, b, c, du
as a subgroup of the group F given in (11), and the range C2 “ t1, au in that same
group F . The three homomorphisms are then uniquely defined by kerp0q “ xby and
kerp1q “ xcy and kerp2q “ xdy. Set then
Ω “ t0, 1, 2u8, σpω0ω1ω2 . . . q “ ω1ω2 . . . .
We start by the similar family pF qωPΩ with maps φω : F Ñ F o Symp2q given by
φ˜ωpaq “ , and for all x P tb, c, du : φ˜ωpxq “ ω0pxq x ,
we define normal subgroups pNω,iqiPN,ωPΩ of F byNω,0 “ 1 andNω,i`1 “ φ˜´1ω pN2ω,iq,
and set Gω “ F {ŤiPNNω,i. This is the same construction as above, and computes
Gω as the maximal quotient of F such that the maps φ˜ω : F Ñ F o Symp2q descend
to injective maps φω : Gω Ñ Gσω o Symp2q.
In particular, letting G denote the Grigorchuk group defined in §D.1, we have
isomorphisms
G Gp012q8 Gp120q8 Gp201q8
„ „ „
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identifying the generating sets as follows:
ta, b, c, du ta, d, c, bu ta, b, d, cu ta, c, b, du.
The groups Gω all act on the binary rooted tree, and it is easy to see that the
orbit of the ray 18 is dense. Therefore, the groups Gω could just as well have
been defined by their actions on their respective orbit 18Gω. These are naturally
graphs, called Schreier graphs, with vertex set 18Gω, and with an edge from 18g
to 18gs for each generator s P ta, b, c, du, see Definition A.8.
Proposition D.12. The graph 18Gω is isometric to the half-infinite line N with
multiple edges and loops. Under this identification with N, the action of Gω is given
by
ap2jq “ 2j ` 1, ap2j ` 1q “ 2j,
and for all x P tb, c, du, xp0q “ 0, xp2ip2j ` 1qq “ 2ip2ωipjq ` 1q.
Proof. Consider the infinite dihedral group D “ xa, x | a2, x2y, and the wreath
recursion φ : D Ñ D o Symp2q defined by
φpaq “ , φ˜pxq “ a x .
It defines a faithful action of D on the binary rooted tree T with vertex set t0,1u˚,
and the action on the ray 18 is isomorphic to the action on the set of cosets xxyzD,
since the stabilizer in D of 18 is xxy. We abbreviate 18 “: 1. The Schreier graph
of the latter is a half-infinite line
x
1 10 100
101
1001
1000
1010
1011
10011
10010
10000
a a a a ax x x x x
Since the action of generators of D change only a single symbol on sequences in
t0,1u8, the identification of the Schreier graph’s vertices with N is explicit: it is
the “Gray code” [27] enumeration starting from the left-infinite word 1. Thus the
sequence . . .11xi . . . x1 is identified with the integer
ři
j“1p1´xjq2j´1, reading the
number in base 2 with 0’s and 1’s switched.
Now, to obtain the Schreier graph of Gω, one replaces each ‘x’ edge by a pair of
edges labeled by two letters out of tb, c, du, and puts loops at the extremities of the
edge labeled by the remaining letter. The choice of which letter becomes a loop is
determined by the position of the edge on the graph and the sequence ω. 
For example, here is the Schreier graph of the action of the first Grigorchuk
group G012 “ xa, b, c, dy on 18G:
(12)
b
c
d
a a a a a a a a
b d b c b d b b
c b c d c b c c
d d c c d d b b d d c c d d d d
E. Growth estimates for self-similar groups
One of the purposes of this section is to reprove the following result. Let Ω1
denote the subset of Ω consisting of sequences containing infinitely many of each of
the symbols 0, 1, 2.
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Theorem E.1 (Grigorchuk, [30]). If ω P Ω1, namely if ω contains infinitely many
of each of the symbols 0, 1, 2, then Gω has intermediate word growth.
We shall in fact prove much more, in preparation for the construction, in §F, of
groups with prescribed growth. We mainly follow [6].
E.1. A lower bound via algebras. We begin by a general lower bound on growth,
coming from the theory of Hopf algebras. Recall that the lower central series of a
group G is defined by γ1pGq “ G and γn`1pGq “ rγnpGq, Gs for all n ě 1.
Theorem E.2 (Grigorchuk, [31]). Let G be a finitely generated group, and assume
that there is a subgroup H ă G such that γnpHq ‰ γn`1pHq for all n P N. Then
G’s growth function satisfies
γG Á expp
?
Rq.
In particular, if G is residually virtually nilpotent, then either G is virtually
nilpotent (in which case γG is polynomial) or γG Á expp
?
Rq.
Before embarking on the proof, let us set up some algebraic notions. Let K be
a field, and let G be a group. The group ring A “ KG is the K-vector space
with basis G, and multiplication extended linearly. It is a Hopf algebra: it admits
a coproduct, which is an algebra homomorphism ∆: A Ñ A b A defined on the
basis G by g ÞÑ g b g, a counit, which is an algebra homomorphism ε : A  K
defined on the basis by g ÞÑ 1; and an antipode, which is an antihomomorphism
σ : A Ñ A defined on the basis by g ÞÑ g´1. Various axioms are satisfied, in
particular the coproduct is coassociative: p1b∆q ˝∆ “ p∆b 1q ˝∆: A Ñ pA qb3,
and cocommutative: ∆ “ τ ˝∆, for τ : A b2 Ñ A b2 the map xby ÞÑ ybx flipping
both factors. See [77] for details.
Denote by $ the kernel of ε, called the augmentation ideal. The associated
graded of A is the vector space
A “ à
ně0
$n{$n`1.
Lemma E.3. The associated graded A is a graded, cocommutative Hopf algebra.
Proof. We have ∆p$q ď A b$`$bA ; so ∆p$nq ď řni“0$ib$n´i. Now given
x P $n{$n`1, choose x P $n representing it; write ∆pxq “ řřni“0 yi b zn´i with
yi, zi P $i; and set ∆pxq “ řřni“0 yib zn´i where yi, zi P $i{$i`1 are the images
of their respective representatives. It is easy to show that this definition does not
depend on the choices of x, yi, zi; and it defines a coassociative and cocommutative
coproduct since A ’s coproduct was already coassociative and cocommutative. 
Let H be a Hopf algebra. An element x P H is called primitive if ∆pxq “
xb1`1bx. The set of primitive elements in a Hopf algebra forms a Lie subalgebra
of H for the usual bracket rx, ys “ xy ´ yx. Conversely, if L is a Lie algebra, then
its universal enveloping algebra is a Hopf algebra whose primitive elements are L.
Note that, in characteristic p, one should consider restricted Lie algebras.
Proposition E.4 ([58, Theorem 6.11]). Let H be a cocommutative, primitively
generated, graded Hopf algebra. Then it is the universal enveloping algebra of its
primitive elements.
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Proof. Let P denote the Lie algebra of primitive elements in H. By the universal
property of UpP q, there is a map f : UpP q Ñ H which is graded, and surjective
because P generates H. We show that f is also injective. Consider a homogeneous
element x P UpP q, say of degree n. If n “ 0, then x P kerpfq if and only if x “ 0.
Assume then that f is injective on elements of degree ă n.
We have ∆pxq “ 1b x` xb 1` y for some y P UpP qăn bUpP qăn. If fpxq “ 0,
then fpyq “ 0; but we had assumed f to be injective on elements of degree ă n, so
y “ 0 and x P P . By assumption, f is injective on P , so x “ 0 and therefore f is
injective on elements of degree n as well. 
We apply these considerations to A “ KG. First, we identify the primitive
elements in KG. Let us define the series γKn pGq “ tg P G | g ´ 1 P $nu of normal
subgroups of G.
Proposition E.5. The space of primitive elements in KG is
(13) L KpGq “ à
ně1
pγKn pGq{γKn`1pGqq bK.
Proof. The natural map g ÞÑ g´1 from γKn pGq to $n{$n`1 extends to a Lie algebra
isomorphism from γKn pGq onto primitive elements of KG. 
In fact, γKn pGq only depends on the characteristic p of K and, up to extension of
scalars,L KpGq depends only on p. Furthermore, it may be identified directly within
G, and is a variant of the lower central series [40, 41]. Indeed one has γp1 pGq “ G,
and if p “ 0 then
γ0n`1pGq “ xg P G | gt P rG, γ0npGqs for some t ą 0y,
while if p ą 0 then
γpn`1pGq “ xrG, γpnpGqstxp | x P γrn{pspGqu.
Proposition E.6. Let S be such that S Y S´1 generates G, and let vG,S denote
the corresponding growth function. Let wpnq “ dimK$n{$n`1 denote the growth
function of KG. Then
vG,Spnq ě wp0q ` wp1q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` wpnq for all n P N.
Proof. Consider first an element x “ 1 ´ g P $, and write g “ s11 ¨ ¨ ¨ s`` as a
product of generators and inverses. Using the identities
1´ gh “ p1´ gq ` p1´ hq ´ p1´ gqp1´ hq,
1´ g´1 “ ´p1´ gq ` p1´ gqp1´ g´1q,
we get x ” ř`i“1 ip1´ siq modulo $2.
The ideal $n is generated, qua ideal, by all x “ p1´ g1q ¨ ¨ ¨ p1´ gnq with gi P G.
By the above, $n{$n`1 is generated, again qua ideal, by all x “ p1´s1q ¨ ¨ ¨ p1´snq
with si P S. Now $n{$n`1 has trivial multiplication, so the p1 ´ s1q ¨ ¨ ¨ p1 ´ snq
also generate $n{$n`1 as a vector space.
This generating set is contained in the linear span of BG,Spnq Ď KG; so for
0 ď i ď n we have wpiq ď dimp$i XKBG,Spnqq ´ dimp$i`1 XKBG,Spnqq and the
claim follows. 
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Proof of Theorem E.2. Consider a subgroup H such that γnpHq ‰ γn`1pHq for all
n P N. Without loss of generality, suppose H is finitely generated. For n P N, let
Ppnq be the set of prime numbers p such that pγnpHq{γn`1pHqq b Fp ‰ 0. Each
Ppnq is non-empty because γnpHq{γn`1pHq is a finitely generated abelian group,
and Ppn ` 1q Ď Ppnq because the commutator map pγnpHq{γn`1pHqq ˆ H Ñ
γn`1pHq{γn`2pHq is onto. There exists therefore a prime number p such that
γnpHq{γn`1pHq b Fp ‰ 0 for all n P N. In particular, γpnpHq ‰ γpn`1pHq for all
n P N.
Let K be a field of characteristic p. It follows that KH contains a primitive ele-
ment xn of degree n for all n P N, namely xn “ gn´1 for some gn P γpnpHqzγpn`1pHq;
so KH contains pipnq linearly independent elements of degree n, where pipnq denotes
the partition function. Indeed to every partition n “ i1`¨ ¨ ¨` ik with i1 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď ik
associate the element xi1 ¨ ¨ ¨xik ; these elements are linearly independent by Propo-
sition E.4. Therefore, the growth function of KH is at least pipnq.
It now follows from Proposition E.6 that vH,SpRq ě pipRq holds for any generat-
ing set S of H. Classical results on partitions [37] tell us that pipnq9 expp?nq; so a
fortiori vGpRq Á expp
?
Rq. 
Note that, for Grigorchuk’s group G “ G012, the quotients γnpGq{γn`1pGq have
bounded rank, in fact 1 or 2, see [67]; so that no improvement on the lower bound
can be obtained using Proposition E.6.
E.2. Metrics on Gω. We already saw that the groups Gω are contracting, namely
if φpgq “ xxg0, g1yypi then g0 and g1 are shorter than g. We shall need a strengthening
of this property: we assign norms } ¨ }ω to the groups Gω to obtain relations of the
form
(14) }g0}σω ` }g1}σω ď 2
ηω
`}g}ω ` }a}ω˘
with ηω ą 2 as large as possible.
We do this by assigning norms P R` to the generators a, b, c, d of Gω, and extend
} ¨ }ω to Gω by the triangular inequality:
}g}ω “ mint}s1} ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` }sn} : g “ s1 ¨ ¨ ¨ sn, si P Su.
For this purpose, consider the open 2-simplex
∆ “ tpβ, γ, δq P R3 : maxtβ, γ, δu ă 1
2
, β ` γ ` δ “ 1u.
Its extremal points are p 12 , 12 , 0q and its permutations. A choice of pω “ pβ, γ, δq P ∆
defines the following norm on the generators of Gω:
}a}ω “ 1´ 2 maxtβ, γ, δu, }b}ω “ β ´ }a}ω, }c}ω “ γ ´ }a}ω, }d}ω “ δ ´ }a}ω.
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In particular, note that the triangular inequality }x}ω ` }y}ω ď }xy}ω is sharp for
x, y P tb, c, du.
p0, 12 , 12 q p 12 , 12 , 0q
p 12 , 0, 12 q
The simplex ∆, and a
3-cycle preserved by
M2M1M0M0p∆q
M1p∆q
M2p∆q ‚
‚
‚
We extend the family of groups pGωqωPt0,1,2uN to a family pGωqωPt0,1,2uZ ; namely,
the parameter space is now Ω “ t0, 1, 2uZ with the two-sided shift map σ : Ω ý.
The group Gω itself only depends on the restriction of ω to N, but the norm on Gω
depends on the restriction of ω to ´N.
Analogously to before, we denote by Ω1 the subset of Ω consisting of sequences
that contain infinitely many 0, 1, 2 in both directions. For ω P Ω1, we construct the
point pω P ∆ as follows. Consider the matrices
M0 “
¨˝
1 1 1
0 2 0
0 0 2
‚˛, M1 “
¨˝
2 0 0
1 1 1
0 0 2
‚˛, M2 “
¨˝
2 0 0
0 2 0
1 1 1
‚˛.
Define then
η : ∆ˆ t0, 1, 2u Ñ p2, 3s, Mλ : ∆ ý, µ : ∆ Ñ p0, 13 q
by setting, for all λ P t0, 1, 2u and all p P ∆,
ηpp, λq “ p1 1 1q ¨Mλppq the `1-norm of Mλppq,
Mλppq “ Mλppq
ηpp, λq the projection of Mλppq to ∆,
µppq “ mintβ, γ, δu the minimal distance of p to a vertex of ∆.
Endow ∆ with the Hilbert metric d∆pV1, V2q “ logpV1, V2;V´, V`q, computed
using the cross-ratio of the points V1, V2 and the intersections V´, V` of the line
containing V1, V2 with the boundary of ∆. The transformations Mλ are projective
transformations of ∆, and are therefore contracting:
Lemma E.7 (Essentially [11]). Let K be a convex subset of affine space, and let
A : K ý be a projective map. Then A contracts the Hilbert metric.
If furthermore ApKq contains no lines from K (that is, ApKq X ` ‰ K X ` for
every line ` intersecting K), then A is strictly contracting.
Proof. SinceA is projective, it preserves the cross-ratio on lines, so we have dApKqpApV1q, ApV2qq “
dKpV1, V2q for all V1, V2 P K. Furthermore, on the line ` through V1, V2, the inter-
section points `X BApKq are not further from V1, V2 than tV`, V´u “ `X BK; the
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Hilbert metric decreases as V˘ are moved further apart from V1, V2, and this gives
strict contraction under the condition ApKq X ` ‰ K X `. 
We are ready to define the points pω P ∆, and therefore the metrics }¨}ω. Choose
an arbitrary point p P ∆, and set
(15) pω “ lim
nÑ8Mω´1 ˝Mω´2 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝Mω´nppq.
Note that, since the transformationsMλ are contracting, the limit pω is independent
of the choice of p. Note also that, by our assumption that the negative part of ω
contains infinitely many 0, 1 and 2, the limit pω does not belong to the boundary
of ∆. From now on, we write
ηω :“ ηppω, ω0q.
Lemma E.8. For all g P Gω with φpgq “ xxg0, g1yypi, we have the inequality (14)
}g0}σω ` }g1}σω ď 2
ηω
`}g}ω ` }a}ω˘;
and furthermore, if g R tb, c, du then up to replacing g with a conjugate we have
}g0}σω ` }g1}σω ď 2
ηω
}g}ω.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we suppose ω0 “ 0, and write pω “ pβ, γ, δq and
pσω “Mω0pω “ pβ1, γ1, δ1q. We have
ηω “ 3´ 2β, pβ1, γ1, δ1q “ pβ ` γ ` δ, 2γ, 2δq
ηω
“ p1, 2γ, 2δq
ηω
.
Thus
}b}σω ` }ω0paq}σω “ }b}σω “ β1 ´ }a}σω “ β1 ´ p1´ 2β1q “ 3β1 ´ 1
“ 3
ηω
´ 1 “ 2 β
ηω
“ 2
ηω
}ab}ω,
}c}σω ` }ω0paq}σω “ 2γ
ηω
“ 2
ηω
}ac}ω,
}d}σω ` }ω0paq}σω “ 2δ
ηω
“ 2
ηω
}ad}ω.
Now given g P Gω, write it as a word of minimal norm as g “ a?x1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ax`a?,
with xi P tb, c, du, and the a? mean that the initial and final ‘a’ may be present or
absent. Thus }g}ω ě }ax1}ω ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` }ax`}ω ´ }a}ω. On the other hand, each ‘a’ in
the expression of g contributes nothing to g0 and g1, while each ‘xi’ contributes an
‘xi’ and a ‘ω0pxiq’ to g0 and g1, in some order. Summing together the inequalities
above gives the claimed (14).
The second claim follows, because the extra ‘}a}ω’ term occurs only if g both
starts and ends with a letter in tb, c, du, and this case can be prevented by conju-
gating g by its last letter. 
Lemma E.8 can be used to prove statements on Gω by induction. For example,
Proposition E.9. If ω P Ω1, then the action of Gω on the tree T “ X˚ is faithful,
and it is transitive on each orbit Xi. In particular, Gω is infinite.
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Proof. We first use induction on } ¨ }ω, simultaneously on all ω P Ω1, to show that
if g P Gω acts trivially on T then g “ 1.
The induction starts by noting that the generators b, c, d act non-trivially by our
assumption that ω contains infinitely many 0, 1, 2. Indeed, without loss of generality
consider b; let k P N be minimal such that ωkpbq ‰ 1; then b acts non-trivially on
Xk`1.
Consider then g P Gω acting trivially on T . In particular, g fixes X, so φωpgq “
xxg0, g1yy. By Lemma E.8, both g0 and g1 are shorter, so by induction they are
trivial; thus g “ 1 because φω is injective.
To check that Gω acts transitively on X
i, it suffices to show that the stabilizer
H of 1 acts transitively on Xi´11; because then Xi´11Gω “ Xi´11xay “ Xi. Now
H contains b, c, d, ya for a letter y P tb, c, du such that ωpyq “ a; and the action
of b, c, d, ya on w1 is wb1, wc1, wd1, wa1 respectively, so that the H-orbit of w1 is
W1 for a Gσω-orbit W Ď Xi´1. Again we are done by induction. 
Note that the action of Gω is still faithful if ω only contains infinitely many of
two symbols; it is not faithful if ω contains finitely many of two symbols.
E.3. The Gω are infinite torsion groups. One of Burnside’s questions [13] asks
whether there exist infinite, finitely generated groups in which every element has
finite order. The first such examples were constructed by Golod [26]; here, we show
that the groups Gω are other examples:
Theorem E.10. If ω P Ω1, then Gω is an infinite torsion 2-group.
Proof. The group Gω is infinite by Proposition E.9. We prove the claim by in-
duction on }g}. It is easy to check that the generators a, b, c, d all have order 2.
Consider g P Gω, with φωpgq “ xxg0, g1yypi. If pi “ pq, then g0, g1 are shorter than
g by Lemma E.8 so have finite order, say 2n0 , 2n1 respectively. Then g has order
2maxtn0,n1u. If pi “ p0,1q, then g2 “ xxg0g1, g1g0yy, and g0g1 is shorter than g again
by Lemma E.8, so has finite order, say 2n. Then g has order 2n`1. 
Note that, if ω contains finitely many copies of a symbol, then Gω is not a torsion
group anymore. In fact, suppose that ω contains no 0; then ωipbq “ a for all i, and
the element ab has infinite order, since φωppabq2nq “ xxpbaqn, pabqnyy for all n P Z.
We also note that the groups Gω resemble very much infinitely iterated wreath
products; namely the map φω : Gω Ñ Gσω o Symp2q is almost an isomorphism:
Definition E.11. Let pGωqωPΩ be a similar sequence of groups. It is called branched
if every Gω has a finite-index subgroup Kω such that
KXωσω ď φωpKωq.
If the subgroups Kω are merely required to be non-trivial, then pGωq is called weakly
branched.
Every group in a (weakly) branched family of groups is also called (weakly)
branched. 4
Proposition E.12. The groups Gω are branched for all ω P Ω1.
Proof. For each ω P Ω1, let xω P tb, c, du be such that ωpxωq “ 1, and set Kω “
xrxω, asyGω . Choose also yω P tb, c, duztxωu. Then 1 ˆKσω is normally generated
by xx1, rxσω, asyy, and
xx1, rxσω, asyy “ φωprxω, yaωsq “ φωprxω, asrxω, asayω q P φωpKωq;
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the same computation holds for Kσω ˆ 1.
We now show that the groups Kω have finite index. Consider first the quotient
Gω{xxωyGω . This group is generated by two involutions a and yω, so is a finite
dihedral group, because Gω is torsion. It follows that xxωyGω has finite index in
Gω. Then xxωyGω{Kω “ xxωyKω has order 2, so Kω also has finite index. 
Proposition E.13. If G is a p-torsion weakly branched group, then it contains
L “ Ť oiCp as a subgroup.
Sketch of proof. Let pGωqωPΩ be a similar family of groups, with G “ Gω, and let
Kω ď Gω be the subgroups given by the condition that pGωqωPΩ is branched. For
each ω P Ω, let gω P Kω be an element of order p, and let npωq P N be such that
gω acts non-trivially on Xσnpωq´1ω ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆXω; let vω P Xσnpωq´1ω ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆXω be a
point on a non-trivial orbit.
Define then simultaneously and recursively Lω “ xLσnpωqω@vω, gωy. It contains
an element gω permuting p copies of Lσnpωqω, so is isomorphic to L. 
If G contains no torsion, or torsion of different primes, analogous (but harder-
to-state) results hold. In particular, by Exercise D.10, branched groups satisfy no
law. This recovers a result by Abe´rt [1].
E.4. Lower growth estimates for Gω. The proof of Theorem E.1 requires upper
and lower bounds on the growth function of Gω. A lower bound is easily provided
by Theorem E.2: the group Gω is infinite (Proposition E.9) and torsion (Theo-
rem E.10), so cannot be virtually nilpotent, since nilpotent groups with finite-order
generators are finite. However, in some cases a direct argument also gives the bound
vGω pRq Á expp
?
Rq.
Define indeed maps θ˜ω : F Ñ F by
(16)
#
θ˜ωpaq “ aya if ω0 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ ωk´1 ‰ ωk, and ω0pyq “ a, ωkpyq “ 1,
θ˜ωpxq “ x for all x P tb, c, du.
A direct calculation shows that θ˜ω induces a map θω : Gσω Ñ Gω, with
φωpθωpgqq “ ˚ g
for some ˚ P xa, yy using the notation introduced in (16). Furthermore, xa, yy is a
dihedral group of order 2k`2.
Exercise E.14. Prove that θω is a group homomorphism.
Let us now cheat, and assume that the element ˚ is always trivial, rather than
an element of a finite group of order 2k`2. If k is bounded, this is unimportant;
however, if k is unbounded then an additional argument is really required.
Denote by BωpRq the ball of radius R in Gω, and abbreviate vωpRq “ vGω pRq.
Consider the map G2σω Ñ Gω given by pg0, g1q ÞÑ θωpg0qa ¨ θωpg1q. For R0, R1
even, it defines an injective map BσωpR0q ˆ BσωpR1q Ñ Bωp2pR0 ` R1qq, hence
vσωpRq2 ď vωp4Rq for all R even. We conclude vωp2 ¨ 4kq ě vσkωp2q2k ě 52k , so
vωpRq ě expp 12 log 5
?
Rq.
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E.5. Upper growth estimates for Gω. We are ready to give an upper bound
on the growth of Gω. As before, we abbreviate vωpRq “ vGω pRq for the growth
function of Gω We start by a
Lemma E.15. For every A ą 0 there exists B P N such that, for all ω P Ω1, we
have vωpAµωq ď B.
Proof. It suffices to bound the number of elements of Gω whose minimal expression
has length ď Aµω and has the form g “ ax1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ax` for some xi P tb, c, du, since there
are at most 8 times more elements of norm ď Aµω, namely all t1, b, c, dugt1, au.
Now by definition g has norm at least `µω, and there are at most 3
` such g’s, so
one may take B “ 8 ¨ 3A. 
Lemma E.16. For all ω P Ω1 we have ηωµσω ě µω ` }a}ω.
Proof. Write pω “ pβ, γ, δq, and assume without loss of generality ω0 “ 0 so µσω “
2{ηω mintγ, δu. Consider the six orderings β ă γ ă δ etc. in turn to check the
inequalities
ηωµσω “ 2 mintγ, δu ě mintβ, γ, δu ` p1´maxtβ, γ, δuq “ µω ` }a}ω. 
Lemma E.17. Let f be a positive sublinear function, namely fpnq{n Ñ 0 as
nÑ8. Then f is bounded from above by a concave sublinear function.
Proof. For every θ P p0, 1q, let nθ be such that fpnq ´ θn is maximal. Given n P R,
let ζ ă θ be such that n P rnθ, nζs with maximal ζ and minimal θ, and define fpnq
on rnθ, nζs by linear interpolation between pnθ, fpnθqq and pnζ , fpnζqq. Clearly
f ě f , and fpnq{n is decreasing and coincides infinitely often with fpnq{n, so it
converges to 0. 
Proposition E.18. There is an absolute constant B such that, for all ω P Ω1 and
all k P N,
vωpηω ¨ ¨ ¨ ησk´1ωµσkωq ď B2k .
Proof. For all i P N, set αipRq “ 18pR` 2qvσiωpR` µσiωq. We cheat, in assuming
that the functions αi are log-concave, i.e. satisfy αipR0qαipR1q ď αippR0`R1q{2q2.
This assumption is in fact harmless, since each function αi can be replaced by its
log-concave majorand: the smallest log-concave function that is pointwise larger
than αi, given by Lemma E.17. For details, see [6, §3.1].
The proposition will follow from the inequalities αipRq ď αi`1pR{ησiωq2 for all
i, R; because then
vωpηω ¨ ¨ ¨ ησk´1ωµσkωq ď α0pηω ¨ ¨ ¨ ησk´1ωµσkωq
ď α1pησω ¨ ¨ ¨ ησk´1ωµσkωq2
ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď αkpµkq2k ď B2k by Lemma E.15.
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To simplify notation, we consider only the case i “ 0, since all cases are the
same. We have
α0pRq “ 18pR` 2qvωpR` µωq ď 18pR` 2q
ÿ
R0`R1ď 2ηω pR`µω`}a}ωq
2vσωpR0qvσωpR1q
ď 36pR` 2q2 max
R0`R1ď 2ηω pR`µω`}a}ωq
vσωpR0qvσωpR1q
ď 62p3{ηωq2pR` 2q2vσωppR` µω ` }a}ωq{ηωq2
ď `18pR` 2q{ηω vσωpR{ηω ` µσωq˘2
ď α1pR{ηωq2. 
We are now ready to conclude the proof of Theorem E.1, by showing that the
groups Gω have subexponential growth. There are in fact different methods for this.
Let λω be the exponential growth rate of Gω, as in (5); we are to show λω “ 1.
Since by assumption ω contains infinitely many 0, 1, 2, there are infinitely many
positions k P N with ωk “ 0 and that are separated by 1 and 2 in ω. For these k,
the point pσkω P ∆ belongs to the subsimplex tβ ă γ^β ă δu. Thus β ă 13 on that
subsimplex, ησkω “ 3´ 2β ą 7{3 is uniformly bounded away from 2, and γ, δ ą 16
so µσk`1ω ą 118 . Thus by Proposition E.18
log λω “ lim log vωpRq
R
ď lim inf 2
k logB
ηω ¨ ¨ ¨ ησk´1ωµσkω “ 0
since on a subsequence the µσkω are bounded away from 0, all terms 2{ησiω are
bounded by 1, and infinitely many of them are bounded by 6{7.
A more “abstract” proof may be obtained by noting that the map ω ÞÑ λω is
continuous and bounded by 3, and that the proof of Proposition E.18 gives log λω ď
2{ηω log λσω. Since the action of σ on Ω1 is ergodic, we must have log λω “ 0 for
all ω P Ω1.
Let us compute more precisely an upper bound for the growth of the first Grig-
orchuk group Gp012q8 . Since the sequence ω “ p012q8 is 3-periodic, we can find
pω P ∆ explicitly. The calculation is made even simpler by noting that pσω and pσ2ω
are cyclic permutations of pω; thus pω is the normalised eigenvector of M0 ¨ p 0 0 11 0 0
0 1 0
q,
and its spectral radius is η` « 2.46, the positive root of the characteristic polyno-
mial T 3´T 2´2T ´4. Thus for the first Grigorchuk group we get vωpηk`µωq ď B2k
for all k, and therefore
vωpRq À exppRlog 2{ log η`q « exppR0.76q.
F. Growth of permutational wreath products
The upper and lower bounds on the growth of Gω are both of intermediate type
exppRαq, but do not match. We consider, in this section, permutational wreath
products based on the groups Gω.
Choose a sequence ω P Ω1 and a ray ξ P t0,1u8, and consider the ray’s orbit
X “ ξGω. Choose a group H. Set then
WωpHq :“ H oX Gω.
(Even though the notation does not make it clear, the group WωpHq depends on
ξ.) We shall show, in this section:
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Theorem F.1. If H has subexponential growth, then so does WωpHq.
Theorem F.2. Let η` « 2.46 be the positive root of T 3 ´ T 2 ´ 2T ´ 4. Let
f : R` Ñ R` be a function satisfying
(17) fp2Rq ď fpRq2 ď fpη`Rq for all R large enough.
Then there exists ω P Ω1 such that vWωpC2q „ f .
We shall give more illustrations of the growth functions that may occur in §F.3.
We content ourselves with the following:
Theorem F.3. For any finite group H, the group W012pHq has growth
vW012pHq „ exppRlog 2{ log η`q.
The proofs of Theorems F.1 and F.2 rely on estimates of the support Ă X of
an element of WωpHq of norm ď R. Recall that every element of WωpHq may be
written in the form cg with c : X Ñ H and g P Gω; its support is tx P X : cpxq ‰
1u. To better understand the support of elements of WωpHq, let us introduce the
following
Definition F.4. Let G be a group acting on the right on a set X with basepoint
ξ. For a word w “ w1 . . . w` P G˚, its inverted orbit is the set
Opwq “ tξwi`1 ¨ ¨ ¨w` : 0 ď i ď `u.
If furthermore G is given with a metric } ¨ }, then its inverted orbit growth is the
function ∆: R` Ñ N given by
∆pRq “ maxt#Opwq : }w} ď Ru. 4
We write Oωpwq and ∆ωpRq in the case of G “ Gω with its metric } ¨ }ω. Thus,
for example, taking ξ “ 18, the inverted orbit of acadab is
Opacadabq “ tξacadab, ξcadab, ξadab, ξdab, ξab, ξb, ξu “ t1010,1,100u,
see the Schreier graph at the end of §D.
Note that a basepoint ξ is implicit in the definitions; yet,
Exercise F.5. Assume that G acts transitively on X. Show that ∆pRq depends
only mildly of the choice of ξ, in the following sense: if ξ, ξ1 P X are two choices of a
basepoint and ∆pRq,∆1pRq are the corresponding inverted orbit growth functions,
then there exists a constant C P R such that ∆pRq ď ∆1pR ` Cq and ∆1pRq ď
∆pR` Cq for all R.
Proposition F.6. There exists a universal constant C such that, for all ω P Ω1
and all k P N,
2k ď ∆ωpηω ¨ ¨ ¨ ησk´1ωµσkωq ď C 2k.
Proof. For the upper bound, we note that Lemma E.8 applies just as well to the
group Gω as to the monoid
R :“ S˚{tb2 “ c2 “ d2 “ 1, bc “ d, cd “ b, db “ cu,
see Equation (11). Indeed, in a minimal-length representative of an element of R,
the number of ‘a’ is at least the number of b, c, d-letters minus one, and this is the
only property required for Lemma E.8. Now given a word w P S˚, its inverted
orbit may be read from the image of w in R. Every element of R has a unique
reduced form: the reduced form of a word w P S˚ is the word w P S˚ obtained by
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replacing every subword equal to a left-hand side of a relation by the corresponding
right-hand side.
Without loss of generality and merely at the cost of increasing the constant C, we
may suppose ξ “ 18. We claim that the inverted orbit of a word w P S˚ coincides
with the inverted orbit of its reduction w. To see this, consider w “ w1 . . . w` P S˚,
a subword wjwj`1 equal to a left-hand side of a relation, and the word w1 obtained
by replacing wjwj`1 by the right-hand side of the relation. All terms ξwi`1 . . . w`
with i ‰ j clearly appear both in Opwq and Opw1q. For the remaining term in
Opwq, we have ξwi`1 . . . w` “ ξwi`2 . . . w` because wi`1 fixes ξ, so this term also
belongs to Opw1q.
If w P F satisfies φ˜ωpwq “ xxw0, w1yypi and ξ “ ξ10, then
Oωpwq Ď Oσωpw0q0\Oσωpw1q1,
where the inverted orbits Oσω are computed with respect to the basepoint ξ1; and
similarly if ξ “ ξ11. We therefore get
∆ωpRq ď max
R0`R1ď2{ηωpR`}a}ωq
`
∆σωpR0q `∆σωpR1q
˘
.
The same argument as in Proposition E.18 finishes the proof of the upper bound.
For the lower bound, it suffices to exhibit for all k P N a word of length at most
ηω ¨ ¨ ¨ ησk´1ωµσkω and inverted orbit of size at least 2k. For that purpose, define
self-substitutions ζx of tab, ac, adu˚, for x P t0, 1, 2u, by
ζ0 : ab ÞÑ adabac, ac ÞÑ acac, ad ÞÑ adad,
ζ1 : ab ÞÑ abab, ac ÞÑ abacad, ad ÞÑ adad,
ζ2 : ab ÞÑ abab, ac ÞÑ acac, ad ÞÑ acadab,
and note that for any word w P tab, ac, adu˚ representing an element of F we have
φ˜ωpζω0pwqq “
$’’’&’’’%
w
awa
if ζω0pwq contains an even number of ‘a’,
w
aa
w
if ζω0pwq contains an odd number of ‘a’.
In particular, ζω0 induces a homomorphism Gσω Ñ Gω.
By induction, we see that for any non-trivial w P tab, ac, adu˚ (representing an
element of Gσkω) we have
∆ωpζω0 ¨ ¨ ¨ ζωk´1pwqq ě 2k.
Note then that, if Z P N3 count the numbers of ab, ac, ad respectively in w, then
M txZ counts the numbers of ab, ac, ad respectively in ζxpwq. Indeed without loss of
generality consider x “ 0; then every ab in w contributes one each of ab, ac, ad to
ζxpwq, while every ac and ad in w contributes two copies of itself to ζxpwq.
Let as P tab, ac, adu be such that }as}σkω is minimal — recall the notation pω
from (15): if pσkω “ pβ, γ, δq and β ď γ, δ then s “ b, etc. Let W be the basis
vector in R3 with a ‘1’ at the position which as has in tab, ac, adu: if β ď γ, δ then
W “ p1, 0, 0qt, etc. Set w “ ζω0 ¨ ¨ ¨ ζωk´1pasq. We have ∆ωpwq ě 2k, and
}w}ω “ Ztpω “W tMωk´1 ¨ ¨ ¨Mω0pω
“ ηω ¨ ¨ ¨ ησk´1ωW tpσkω “ ηω ¨ ¨ ¨ ησk´1ωµσkω. 
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Finally, let us introduce the “choice of inverted orbits growth” function, first
generally for a group G, with given metric } ¨ }, acting on a set X with basepoint ξ:
ΣpRq :“ #tOpwq : }w} ď Ru.
This function counts the number of subsets that may occur as inverted orbit of a
word of length at most R. Since Opwq is a subset of cardinality at most R ` 1 of
the Schreier graph X, and furthermore lies in the ball of radius R about ξ in X,
we get the crude estimate ΣpRq ď `vX,ξpRq`R
R
˘
based on the growth function vX,ξ
of balls centered at ξ in the graph X. However, in the particular case of the groups
Gω, we can do better:
Proposition F.7. There is an absolute constant D such that for all ω P Ω1 and all
k P N we have
Σωpηω ¨ ¨ ¨ ησk´1ωµσkωq ď D2k .
Proof. Consider w P Gω˚ with φ˜ωpwq “ xxw0, w1yy. The inverted orbit of w is
determined by the inverted orbits of w0 and w1, two words of total σω-length at
most 2{ηωp}w}ω ` }a}ωq by Lemma E.8. Therefore,
ΣωpηωRq ď
ÿ
R0`R1ď 2ηω pR`}a}ωq
ΣσωpR0qΣσωpR1q,
and the same argument as in Proposition E.18 applies. 
F.1. The growth of WωpHq. We start by general estimates on the growth of a
permutational wreath product:
Proposition F.8. Let H be a group with growth function vH , and suppose that vH
is log-concave.
Let G be a group acting transitively on a set X with basepoint ξ, and let vG
denote the growth function of G. Denote the inverted orbit growth of G on pX, ξq
by ∆, and denote its inverted orbit choice growth by Σ.
Consider the wreath product W “ H oXG, generated by SYT@ξ for the generating
sets S, T of G,H respectively. Then
vGpRqvHpR{∆pRqq∆pRq ď vW p3Rq,
vW pRq ďvGpRqvHpR{∆pRqq∆pRqp2Rq∆pRqΣpRq,
vW pRq ďvGpRqp#Hq∆pRqΣpRq if H is finite.
Note that the assumption that vH be log-concave is mild, thanks to Lemma E.17.
Proof. We begin by the lower bound. For every R P N, consider a word w P G˚ of
norm ď R realizing the maximum ∆pRq; write Opwq “ tx1, . . . , xku for k “ ∆pRq.
Choose then k elements a1, . . . , ak of norm ď R{k in A. Define f P řX H by
fpxiq “ ai, all unspecified values being 1. Then wf P W may be expressed as
a word of norm R ` |a1| ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` |ak| ď 2R in the standard generators of W , by
inserting a1@ξ, . . . , ak@ξ appropriately into the word w.
Furthermore, different choices of ai yield different elements of W . Finally multi-
plying wf with an arbitrary g P G of length at most R, we obtain vGpRqvHpR{kqk
elements in the ball of radius 3R in W .
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For the upper bound, consider a word w of norm R in W , and let f P řX H
denote its value in the base of the wreath product. The support of f has cardinality
at most ∆pRq, and may take at most ΣpRq values.
Write then suppfq “ tx1, . . . , xku for some k ď ∆pRq, and let a1, . . . , ak P H be
the values of w at its support; write `i “ }ai}.
Since
ř
`i ď R, the norms of the different elements on the support of f define
a composition of a number not greater than R into at most k summands; such a
composition is determined by k “marked positions” among R ` k, so there are at
most
`
R`k´1
k
˘
possibilities, which we bound crudely by p2Rqk. Each of the ai is
then chosen among vHp`iq elements, and (by the assumption that vH is log-concave)
there are
ś
vHp`iq ď vHpR{kqk total choices for the elements in H.
We have now decomposed w into data that specify it uniquely, and we multiply
the different possibilities for each of the pieces of data. Counting the possibilities
for the value of w in G, the possibilities for its support in X, and the possibilities
for the elements in H on its support, we get
vW pRq À vGpRqvApR{kqkp2RqkΣpRq,
which is maximised by k “ ∆pRq.
Finally, if H is finite then we may more simply bound the possible values of f
by p#Hqk. 
Corollary F.9. Let G,H be groups of subexponential growth. Let G act transitively
on a set X with basepoint ξ, with sublinear inverted orbit growth and subexponential
inverted orbit choice growth. Then the wreath product W “ H oX G has subexpo-
nential growth. 
Proof of Theorem F.1. Assume thatH has subexponential growth; then by Lemma E.17
there exists a log-concave subexponentially growing function vH bounding the
growth of H from above.
By Propositions F.6 and F.6, the function ∆ is sublinear and the function Σ is
subexponential. By Proposition E.18, the growth of Gω is subexponential. Corol-
lary F.9 then shows that WωpHq has subexponential growth. 
In the special case of H finite and G “ Gω, Proposition F.8 gives the
Corollary F.10. Let H be a non-trivial finite group. There are then two absolute
constants F,E ą 1 such that the growth function v of WωpHq “ H oX Gω satisfies
E2
k ď vpηω ¨ ¨ ¨ ησk´1ωµσkωq ď F 2k .
Proof. Take together the upper bound on the growth of Gω from Proposition E.18,
the bounds on the inverted orbit growth from Proposition F.6, and the choices for
the inverted orbits from Proposition F.7. The conclusion follows from Proposi-
tion F.8. 
Proof of Theorem F.3. This follows directly from Corollary F.10, using the fact
that ησiω “ η` for all i P N. 
F.2. Proof of Theorem F.2. Our approach will be construct, out of the function
f satisfying (17), a sequence ω P t0, 012u8 with long stretches of 0 when f grows
fast, and long stretches of 012 when f grows slowly.
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We start by introducing some shorthand notation. For a finite sequence ω “
ω0 . . . ωn´1 P t0, 1, 2un and p P ∆, we write by extension
Mω “Mω0 ¨ ¨ ¨Mωn´1 : ∆ ý
and
ηpp, ω0 . . . ωn´1q “ ηpp, ω0qηpMω0p, ω1q ¨ ¨ ¨ ηpMω0...ωn´2p, ωn´1q.
For ω P t0, 1, 2uZ, recall the construction of pω P ∆ from (15), and ηω “ ηppω, ω0q
and µω “ µppωq. Assume that a sequence ω P t0, 1, 2uZ is under construction, and
that there exists k P N such that ωi has been determined for all i ď k. Then pω,
ηω and µω are determined, and so are pσiω, ησiω, µσiω for all i ď k. We abbreviate
pi “ pσiω, ηi “ ησiω, µi “ muσiω.
Lemma F.11. If the restriction to N of the sequence ω has the form
(18) ω “ p012qi12j1p012qi22j2p012qi32j3 . . . ,
with i1, j1, i2, j2, ¨ ¨ ¨ ě 1, then the µk are all bounded away from 0.
Proof. In fact, the image of M012 is the open triangle spanned by p 13 , 13 , 13 q, p 27 , 27 , 37 q
and p 417 , 617 , 717 q, so after each 012 the µk belongs to p 417 , 13 q.
The image of that triangle under M2i is contained in the convex quadrilateral
spanned by p 13 , 13 , 13 q, p 417 , 617 , 717 q, p 14 , 14 , 12 q and p 15 , 310 , 12 q, so µk P p 15 , 13 q for all
k. 
The heart of the argument is the following lemma, which shows that η approaches
very quickly its limiting values 2 and η` as the sequence ω contains long segments
of 2 or of 012:
Lemma F.12. There exist constants A1 ď 1, B1 ě 1 such that,
(1) For all p P ∆ and all n P N,
ηpp, p012qnq ě η3n` A1;
(2) For all p P ∆ and all n P N,
ηpp, 2nq ď 2nB1.
Proof. Let U denote the image of M012, and let p` P U denote the fixed point of
M012. Note first that ηp´, 012q is differentiable at p`, and that M012 is uniformly
contracting on U ; let ρ ă 1 be such that M012 is ρ-Lipschitz on U , and let D be an
upper bound for the derivative of log ηp´, 012q on U . Recall that η3` “ ηpp`, 012q.
For all k P N, write pk “ M p012qkppq. For k ě 1 we have }pk ´ p`} ď ρk´1,
so | log ηppk, 012q ´ 3 log η`| ă Dρk´1, while for k “ 0 we write | log ηpp, 012q ´
3 log η`| ă 3 log 3. Therefore,
| log ηpp, p012qnq´3n log η`| ď 3 log 3`
n´1ÿ
k“1
| log ηppk, 012q´3 log η`| ď 3 log 3`D{p1´ρq
is bounded over all n and p. The estimate (1) follows, with A1 “ 33 exppD{p1´ρqq.
For the second part, consider pk “ M2kppq, and note that pk converges at
exponential (Euclidean) speed to a point p8 on the side tδ “ 12u of B∆, since
BM2pβ, γ, δq{Bδp˚, ˚, 12 q “ 12 ; so we have }pk ´ p8} ă ρk´1 for some ρ ă 1. As
above, ηp´, 2q is differentiable in a neighbourhood U of tδ “ 12u, and the derivative
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of log ηp´, 2q is bounded on U , say by D. Recall that ηpp, 2q “ 2 for all p P B∆.
The same computation as above yields (2), with B1 “ 3 exppD{p1´ ρqq. 
We now reformulate the statement of Theorem F.2 as follows. Set gpRq “
log fpRq, so that we have
(19) gp2Rq ď 2gpRq ď gpη`Rq
for all R large enough. For simplicity (since growth is only an asymptotic property)
we assume that (19) holds for all R. Without loss of generality (since we are allowed
to replace g by an equivalent function), we also assume that g is increasing and
satisfies gp1q “ 1.
We are ready to construct ω. Fix arbitrarily the value of ω on its negative part,
say ω|´N “ p012q´8. This determines an initial metric p0 P ∆. Out of the function
g, we will construct a sequence ω such that, for constants A,B, we have
(20) A ď gpηpp0, ω0 . . . ωk´1qq
2k
ď B for all k;
in fact, it will suffice to obtain this inequality for a set of values k0, k1, . . . of k such
that supipki`1 ´ kiq ă 8. Indeed, the orbit pi of p0 in ∆1 will remain bounded, so
we will have µppiq P rC, 1s for some C ą 0. By Corollary F.10,
E2
k ď vpηpp0, ω0 . . . ωk´1qµkq ďvpBg´1p2kqq,
vpACg´1p2kqq ď vpηpp0, ω0 . . . ωk´1qµkq ď F 2k
and therefore vpRq „ exppgpRqq “ fpRq.
Proof of (20). We will extend the sequence ω to be, on the positive integers, of the
form (18),
ω “ p012qi12j1p012qi22j2p012qi32j3 . . . ,
with i1, j1, i2, j2, ¨ ¨ ¨ ě 1. The µk are bounded away from 0 by Lemma F.11.
Assuming by induction that ω1 “ ω0 . . . ωk´1 has been constructed, we repeat
the following:
‚ while gpηpp0, ω1qq ă 2k, we append 012 to ω1;
‚ while gpηpp0, ω1qq ą 2k, we append 2 to ω1.
For our induction hypothesis, we assume that the stronger condition
1
2
2k ď gpηpp0, ω1qq ď 2k
holds for each k of the form i1 ` j1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` im ` jm, and that
2k ď gpηpp0, ω1qq ď 332k
holds for each k of the form i1 ` j1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` im; these conditions apply whenever ω
is a product of ‘syllables’ p012qit and 2jt .
Consider first the case 122
k ď gpηpp0, ω1qq ď 2k; and let n be minimal such
that gpηpp0, ω1p012qnqq ą 2k`3n. Then, for all i P t1, . . . , nu, Lemma F.12(1) gives
ηpp0, ω1p012qiq ě ηpp0, ω1qη3i`A1. Let u P N be minimal such that A1 ě η´u` ; this,
combined with gpη`Rq ě 2gpRq, gives
gpηpp0, ω1p012qiqq ě gpηpp0, ω1qη3i´u` q ě 2´1´u2k`3i.
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By minimality of n, we have gpηpp0, ω1p012qn´1qq ď 2k`3pn´1q; since g is sublinear
and η ď 3, we get
gpηpp0, ω1p012qnqq ď 332k`3n.
Consider then the case 2k ď gpηpp0, ω1qq ď 332k, which is similar, and let
n be minimal such that gpηpp0, ω12nqq ă 2k`n. Then, for all i P t1, . . . , nu,
Lemma F.12(2) gives ηpp0, ω12iq ď ηpp0, ω1q2iB1; this, combined with gp2Rq ď
2gpRq, gives
gpηpp0, ω12iqq ď 332k`iB1.
By minimality of n, we have gpηpp0, ω12n´1qq ě 2k`n´1; since g is increasing, we
get
gpηpp0, ω12nqq ě 1
2
2k`n.
We have proved the claim (20), with A “ 2´1´u and B “ 33B1. 
Remark F.13. The construction of ω from f is algorithmic, in the following sense.
The initial point p0 may be computed to arbitrary precision by an algorithm. If
there exists an algorithm that computes values of f , then there exists an algorithm
that, with k P N as input, computes gpηpp0, ω0 . . . ωk´1qq to arbitrary precision; so
there exists an algorithm that computes the digits of ω.
It then follows via Theorem A.10 that the groups Gω and WωpHq “ H oX Gω
are recursively presented, for recursively presented H.
F.3. Illustrations. We now consider illustrations of Theorem F.2, and examples
of growth functions that may occur for groups WωpC2q. In fact, the examples can
be constructed in both directions: either choose a “nice” function f that satis-
fies (17), or choose a “nice” sequence ω and estimate the corresponding growth
using Corollary F.10, Lemma F.11 and Lemma F.12. We follow both approaches.
‚ For every α P rlog 2{ log η`, 1s, there exists a group of growth „ exppRαq.
Furthermore, for a dense set of α in that interval, there exists a periodic
sequence ω such that WωpC2q has growth „ exppRαq.
For every α ď β P rlog 2{ log η`, 1q, one may construct a function f
satisfying (17) that coincides, on arbitrarily large intervals, sometimes with
the function exppRαq and sometimes with the function exppRβq. Therefore,
there exists a group whose growth function accumulates both at exppRαq
and at exppRβq. This recovers a result by Brieussel, see [12].
‚ there exists groups of growth„ exppR{ logRq, of growth„ exppR{ log logRq,
of growth exppR{ log ¨ ¨ ¨ logRq.
‚ Consider conversely the sequence ω “ p012q21p012q22p012q23p012q24 . . . .
Among the first k entries, approximately
?
k instances of 012 will have
been seen; therefore ηpp0, ω0 . . . ωk´1q « 2k`Op1q
?
k. This gives a growth
function of the order of
exp
`
R{ exppOp1qalogRq˘.
Consider next the sequence ω “ p012q21p012q22p012q24p012q28 . . . . Among
the first k entries, approximately log k instances of 012 will have been seen;
therefore ηpp0, ω0 . . . ωk´1q « 2k`Op1q log k. This gives a growth function of
the order of
exp
`
R{plogRqOp1q˘.
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Consider further the sequence ω “ p012q221p012q222p012q224p012q228 . . . .
Among the first k entries, approximately log log k instances of 012 will
have been seen; therefore ηpp0, ω0 . . . ωk´1q « 2k`Op1q log log k. This gives a
growth function of the order of
exp
`
R{plog logRqOp1q˘.
These constructions generalise easily to give “nice” sequences ω such
that WωpC2q has growth of the order of exppR{plog ¨ ¨ ¨ logRqOp1qq.
‚ Consider the Ackermann function
Apm,nq “
$’&’%
n` 1 if m “ 0,
Apm´ 1, 1q if m ą 0 and n “ 0,
Apm´ 1, Apm,n´ 1qq if m ą 0 and n ą 0,
and setBpnq “ Apn, nq. Then there exists a group of growth„ exppR{BpRq´1q;
this last growth function is faster than any subexponential primitive-recursive
function.
Considering ω “ p012q2Ap0,0qp012q2Ap1,1qp012q2Ap2,2q . . . gives a group
Wω whose growth function is subexponential, but at least as fast as exppR{BpRq´1q;
G. Imbeddings and subgroups
A classical result by Higman, Neumann and Neumann [39] states that every
countable group imbeds in a finitely generated group. It was then shown that many
properties of the group can be inherited by the imbedding: in particular, solvability
(Neumann-Neumann [61]), torsion (Phillips [66]), residual finiteness (Wilson [80]),
and amenability (Olshansky-Osin [63]).
Seen the other way round, these results show that there is little restriction, apart
from being countable, on the subgroups of a finitely generated group; even if that
group is furthermore assumed to be residually finite, amenable, or solvable.
On the other hand, very strong restrictions exist on the subgroups of a virtually
nilpotent group: they are all finitely generated, for example.
Since by Gromov’s Theorem B.11 the finitely generated virtually nilpotent groups
are precisely the groups of polynomial growth, we naturally ask what conditions
are imposed on the subgroups of a group of subexponential word growth. As we
shall see, there are essentially none.
In particular, there are torsion branched groups of subexponential growth such
as the group Gω. They contain iterated wreath products, by Proposition E.13, so
contain infinitely generated subgroups.
Let us say that a group has locally subexponential growth if all of its finitely
generated subgroups have subexponential growth. Clearly, if G has subexponential
growth then all its subgroups have locally subexponential growth. This is the only
restriction, and the objective of this section is to prove the following result:
Theorem G.1 ([5]). Let B be a group. Then there exists a finitely generated
group of subexponential growth in which B imbeds as a subgroup if and only if B is
countable and locally of subexponential growth.
For example, this implies that there exists a group of subexponential growth
containing Q as a subgroup. I do not know any explicit such example of group.
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G.1. Neumann’s proof. By way of motivation, we start with the classical result
by Higman and the Neumanns:
Theorem G.2 (Higman, B.H. Neumann and H. Neumann [39]). Every countable
group imbeds in a finitely generated group.
We shall not follow the original proof (which proceeds by a sequence of “HNN ex-
tensions”), but rather that by the two Neumanns [61], which uses wreath products.
It follows immediately from combining the following two propositions:
Proposition G.3. Every countable group B imbeds in the commutator subgroup
rG,Gs of a countable group G.
Proposition G.4. For every countable group G, there exists a 2-generated group
W such that rG,Gs imbeds in rW,W s.
Proof of Proposition G.3. Consider the following subgroup G of the unrestricted
wreath product B ooZ. The group G is generated by Z and, for all b P B, the
function fb : Z Ñ B defined by fbpmq “ bm. Denoting by t the generator of Z, we
see that rt, fbs is the constant function b; so B is in fact imbedded in rt, Gs. 
Exercise G.5. Could we also have defined fbpmq “ b for m ě 0 and fbpmq “ 1
for m ă 0? What would be the advantages and disadvantages of this alternative
construction?
Proof of Proposition G.4. Consider the following subgroup W of the unrestricted
wreath product G ooZ. Denote by u a generator of Z, and by tb1, b2, . . . u a gener-
ating set of G. Choose a sparse-enough sequence of elements x1, x2, . . . of Z, and
define f : ZÑ G by fpxiq “ bi, all other values being trivial. The group W is then
W “ xf, uy.
Let us spell out below what it means to be “sparse enough”. We write Z addi-
tively. Since in fact by Proposition G.3 we only need to imbed rt, Gs in W , we may
set fp0q “ t and a sufficient condition on the xi P Z is that xi ‰ 0 for all i; all xi
are distinct; and xi ` xj R t0, xku for all i, j, k P N. One then sees that rf, fu´xi s is
a function supported only at 0, with value rt, bis there. This defines the imbedding
of rt, Gs in W . 
Note that the group W contains the standard wreath product B o Z, so always
has exponential growth.
The above construction shows that every countable solvable group imbeds in a
2-generated solvable group.
Exercise G.6. Show first that not every countable nilpotent group imbeds in a
2-generated nilpotent group.
Show then that every finitely generated nilpotent group imbeds in a 2-generated
nilpotent group.
Here is a useful, small improvement on Theorem G.2:
Theorem G.7. Let p ě 5 be an integer. Then every countable group imbeds in a
2-generated group both of whose generators have order p.
Proof. Piggybacking on Propositions G.3 and G.4, it suffices to consider a 2-
generated group G “ xx, yy, and to imbed rG,Gs into a 2-generated group W
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with generators of order p. Write Cp “ xt|tpy, and define f : Cp Ñ G by
fp1q “ x, fpt´1q “ y, fpt2q “ y´1x´1, fpgq “ 1 for all other g P Cp.
Consider then the group W “ xt, fty. It is clearly generated by two elements of
order p, since in pftqp all the coo¨rdinates contain some cyclic permutation of the
product x ¨ y ¨ y´1x´1. Now W contains f , so it also contains rf, f ts, which is the
function Cp Ñ G taking value rx, ys at 1 and 1 elsewhere. Furthermore conjugating
rf, f ts by an arbitrary word in f and f t, one obtains the function taking value an
arbitrary conjugate of rx, ys at 1; so W contains rG,Gs@1. 
Exercise G.8. Where have we used the assumption that p ě 5? Can you improve
the above result to arbitrary p ě 3? Can you imbed any countable group into a
group generated by an involution and an element of order p?
G.2. Finite-valued permutational wreath products. Our goal is, starting
from a countable group B locally of subexponential growth, to construct a finitely
generated group W of subexponential growth containing B. We take inspiration
from Neumann’s proof given above, with two modifications: first, we consider per-
mutational wreath products rather than standard ones; secondly, we consider finite-
valued permutational wreath products:
Definition G.9. Let H be a group acting on a set X, and let H be a group.
Their finite-valued permutational wreath product is the group H of.v.X G, defined as
the extension of functions X Ñ H with finite image by G:
H of.v.X G “ tpφ, gq P HX ˆG : #φpXq ă 8u.
4
Note that it is a subgroup, because if pφ, gq´1pφ1, g1q “ pφ2, g´1g1q then φ2pXq Ď
φpXq´1φ1pXq is finite. Clearly, we have
H oX G ď H of.v.X G ď H ooG.
We also introduce a condition on imbeddings that guarantees control on growth:
Definition G.10. Let B be a group. A group G is called hyper-B if it is a directed
union of finite extensions of finite powers of B. 4
Clearly, if a group B is locally of subexponential growth and a group G is hyper-
B, then G is also locally of subexponential growth. Indeed, for every finite subset
S of G there exists a finite extension of a finite power of B that contains S.
Lemma G.11. Let G be a hyper-B group, and let H be a hyper-G group. Then H
is hyper-B.
Proof. Consider h P H; then h belongs to a finite extension of a finite power of
G, which may be assumed of the form G o F for a finite group F . Let us write
h “ φf with φ : F Ñ G and f P F ; then φpfq belongs for all f P F to a finite
extension of a finite power of B, which can be assumed to be the same for all f .
This extension may be assumed to be of the form B o E for a finite group E. It
follows that h belongs to B oEˆF pE o F q, a finite extension of a finite power of B;
so H is hyper-B. 
Lemma G.12. If H is a hyper-B group and U is locally finite, then H of.v. U is a
hyper-B group.
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Proof. We first show that H of.v.U is hyper-H. By hypothesis, U is a directed union
of finite subgroups E. The partitions P0 of U into finitely many parts also form a
directed poset; and for every such partition P0 and every finite subgroup E ď U
there exists a finite partition P of U that is invariant under E and refines P0,
namely the wedge (= least upper bound) of all E-images of P0.
Consider now the directed poset of pairs pE,Pq consisting of finite subgroups
E ď U and E-invariant partitions of U . Consider the corresponding subgroups
HP ¸ E of H of.v. U . If pE,Pq ď pE1,P 1q then HP ¸ E is naturally contained
in HP
1 ¸E1, so these subgroups of H of.v. U form a directed poset, which exhausts
H of.v. U .
It follows that H of.v.U is a hyper-H group, and we are done by Lemma G.11. 
G.3. Imbedding in the derived subgroup. Our main goal, in this section, is
to prove the following proposition, which replaces Proposition G.3.
Proposition G.13. Let B be a group. Then there exists a hyper-B group G such
that rG,Gs contains B as a subgroup.
If B is infinite, then G may furthermore be supposed to have the same cardinality
as B.
Lemma G.14. Let B be a group. Then there exists a subgroup C of B, containing
rB,Bs, such that B{C is torsion and C{rB,Bs is free abelian.
Proof. B{rB,BsbZQ is a Q-vector space, hence has a basis, call it X. It generates
a free abelian group ZX within B{rB,Bs, whose full preimage in B we call C. Then
B{C bZ Q “ 0 so B{C is torsion. 
We set up the following notation for the proof of Proposition G.13. We choose
a subgroup C ď B as in Lemma G.14 and write T :“ B{C. We choose a basis X
of C{rB,Bs, for every x P X we choose an element bx P C representing it, and we
define a homomorphism θx : C Ñ xbxy Ď B, trivial on rB,Bs, by θxpbxq “ b´1x and
θxpbyq “ 1 for all y ‰ x P X. In particular, we have for all b P C
b ¨
ź
xPX
θxpbq P rB,Bs
and the product is finite.
We write pi : B Ñ T the natural projection, and define a section σ of pi with the
following property, which we single out as a lemma:
Lemma G.15. There exists a set-theoretic section σ : T Ñ B such that, for every
t P T , the subset tσptuqσpuq´1 : u P T urB,Bs of B{rB,Bs is finite.
Proof. Since every abelian torsion group is the direct sum of its p-subgroups, we
may first define the section on each of T ’s p-components, and then extend it to T
multiplicatively (in any order).
We therefore suppose that T is a p-group. Recall the notation ΩnpT q “ tt P
T : tp
n “ 1u. Each quotient Vn :“ ΩnpT q{Ωn´1pT q is a vector space over Fp, and
the homomorphism t ÞÑ tp induces an injective linear map Vn Ñ Vn´1. Choose
inductively subsets X1, X2, . . . of T such that Xn maps to a basis of Vn and such
that t ÞÑ tp induces an injective map Xn Ñ Xn´1. Set X “ ŤnXn, and give an
arbitrary total order to X. Choose for each x P X a pi-preimage σpxq P B.
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Since T is torsion, every element t P T belongs to ΩnpT q for some n P N, so
can be uniquely written as a product t “ xα11 ¨ ¨ ¨xαnn with ordered xi P X and
0 ă αi ă p for all i. Extend then σ by σptq “ σpx1qα1 ¨ ¨ ¨σpxnqαn .
Consider now t P T , and write it in the form t “ xα11 ¨ ¨ ¨xαnn as above. Extendtx1, . . . , xnu to a finite subset Y “ tx1, . . . , xn, . . . , xsu of X, by adding all pj-th
powers of all xi to it. The set
T 1 :“ txγ11 ¨ ¨ ¨xγss : 0 ď γi ă pu
is then a finite subgroup of T . Consider next u P T , and note that it may be
written uniquely in the form u “ yβ11 ¨ ¨ ¨ yβmm z with yi P XzY and z P T 1. Then
tu “ yβ11 ¨ ¨ ¨ yβmm pztq and this representation is unique; so σptuqσpuq´1rB,Bs belongs
to the finite set tσpt1qrB,Bs : t1 P T 1u. 
Exercise G.16. Rephrase Lemma G.15 in terms of the cohomology of T with
coe¨fficients in ZX.
Let F be a locally finite group of cardinality ą #X, and fix an imbedding of X
in F zt1u. As a first step, we consider the group G0 “ B of.v. pT ˆ F q, and define a
map Φ0 : B Ñ G0 as follows:
(21) Φ0pbq “ pφ, pipbq, 1q with φpt, fq “
$’&’%
b if f “ 1,
θf pσptqbσptpipbqq´1q if f P X,
1 otherwise.
Lemma G.17. The map Φ0 is well-defined and is an injective homomorphism.
Proof. To see that Φ0 is well-defined, note that the argument σptqbσptpipbqq´1
belongs to kerppiq “ C, so that θf may be applied to it. Note then that, by
Lemma G.15, the expression σptqbσptpipbqq´1 takes finitely many values in C{rB,Bs,
so that φpt, fq takes finitely many values for varying t and fixed f . Finally,
θf pσptqbσptpipbqq´1q “ 1 except for finitely many values of f P X. In summary,
the function φ P BTˆF is such that φpt, fq takes only finitely many values.
It is clear that Φ0 is injective: if b ‰ 1 and Φ0pbq “ pφ, pipbq, 1q then φp1, 1q “
b ‰ 1. It is a homomorphism because all θf are homomorphisms. 
Lemma G.18. We have Φ0pCq ď rG0, G0s.
Proof. If b P rB,Bs then clearly Φ0pbq P rG0, G0s. Since C is generated by rB,BsY
tbxuxPX , it suffices to consider b “ bx.
We define g P G0 by
g “ pψ, 1, 1q with ψpt, fq “
#
bx if f “ 1,
1 otherwise.
Then Φ0pbxq “ pφ, 1, 1q with φpt, 1q “ bx and φpt, xq “ b´1x , all other values being
trivial, according to (21); so, as was to be shown,
Φ0pbxq “ pφ, 1, 1q “ pxψ´1 ¨ ψ, 1, 1q “ rp1, 1, x´1q, gs P rG0, G0s. 
We finally define
G “ G0 of.v. pQ{Zq
and a map Φ: B Ñ G by
Φpbq “ pφ, 0q with φprq “ Φ0pbq for all r P Q{Z.
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Lemma G.19. The map Φ is an injective homomorphism, and ΦpBq ď rG,Gs.
Proof. Clearly Φ is an injective homomorphism, since Φ0 is an injective homomor-
phism by Lemma G.17.
We identify Q{Z with QXr0, 1q. For every n P N, consider the map Ψn : B Ñ G
defined by
Ψnpbq “ pφ, 0q with φprq “
#
Φ0pbq if r P r0, 1{nq,
1 otherwise;
so Φ “ Ψ1. We know from Lemma G.18 that ΨnpCq is contained in rG,Gs.
Consider now b P B. Since B{C is torsion, there exists n P N such that bn P C.
We define g P G by
g “ pψ, 0q with ψprq “ Φ0pbqtrnu for r P r0, 1q XQ.
Let us write h “ Φ0pbq, and consider the element rp1, 1{nq, gs ¨ Ψnpbnq “ pφ, 0q.
If r P r0, 1{nq then φprq “ ψpr ´ 1{nq´1ψprqhn “ h, while if r P r1{n, 1q then
φprq “ ψpr ´ 1{nq´1ψprq “ h; therefore
Φpbq “ rp1, 1{nq, gs ¨Ψnpbnq P rG,Gs. 
Proof of Proposition G.13. The first assertion is simply Lemma G.19. For the last
one: if B is infinite, we wish to find a subgroup H of G with the same cardinality
as B, such that Φ maps into rH,Hs. For each b P B, choose a finite subset Sb of G
such that Φpbq P rxSby, xSbys, and a subgroup Gb, containing Sb, that is virtually a
finite power of B. Consider the group H generated by the union of all the Gb. As
soon as B is infinite, all Gb have the same cardinality as B, and so does H. 
G.4. Spreading, stabilizing, rectifiable sequences. We also extend Proposi-
tion G.4 by replacing the wreath product G ooZ by permutational wreath products
of the form G ooX P for a group P acting on a set X, and considering subgroups of
the form W “ xf, P y for a function f : X Ñ G.
We already encountered in Proposition F.8 sufficient conditions for such a group
W to be of subexponential growth, in case f is finitely generated. As we shall see,
the group W may also have subexponential growth if f is infinitely supported, but
its support is sufficiently sparse, in a sense that we describe now.
In this section, we assume a finitely generated group P “ xSy acting on the
right on a set X has been fixed. We use the same notation for X as a set and as a
Schreier graph, namely as the graph with vertex set X, and with for all x P X, s P S
an edge labelled s from x to xs, see Definition A.8. We denote by d the path metric
on this graph.
Definition G.20. A sequence px0, x1, . . . q in X is spreading if for all R there exists
N such that if i, j ě N and i ‰ j then dpxi, xjq ě R. 4
Example G.21. If all xi lie in order on a geodesic ray starting from x0 (for example
if X itself is a ray starting from x0) and for all i we have dpx0, xi`1q ě 2dpx0, xiq,
then pxiq is spreading.
Exercise G.22. Show that a sequence px0, x1, . . . q in X is spreading if and only
if for all R there exists N such that if i ‰ j and i ě N then dpxi, xjq ě R.
Definition G.23. A sequence pxiq in X locally stabilises if for all R there exists
N such that if i, j ě N then the S-labelled radius-R balls centered at xi and xj in
X are isomorphic as labelled graphs. 4
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Definition G.24. A sequence of points pxiq in X is rectifiable if for all i, j there
exists g P P with xig “ xj and xkg ‰ x` for all k R ti, `u. 4
For example, if X “ Z and P “ Z acting by translations, then Σ “ t2i : i P Nu
is rectifiable, since 2j ´ 2i “ 2` ´ 2k only has trivial solutions i “ k, j “ ` and
i “ j, k “ `. It is also spreading and locally stabilizing.
Exercise G.25. Show that the sequence Σ “ pxiq Ď X is rectifiable if and only if
for all i, j there exists g P P with xig “ xj and ΣX Σg Ď txju Y fixed.pointspgq.
Definition G.26. Fix a point z P X. A sequence pgiq in P is parallelogram-
free at z if, for all i, j, k, ` with i ‰ j and j ‰ k and k ‰ ` and ` ‰ i one has
zg´1i gjg
´1
k g` ‰ z. 4
‚ z
‚zg´1i
‚
‚
‚
i
j
k `
Lemma G.27. If z P X and pgiq is parallelogram-free at z, then pzg´1i q is a
rectifiable sequence in X.
Proof. Set xi “ zg´1i for all i P N. Given i, j P N, consider g “ gig´1j , so xig “ xj .
If furthermore we have xkg “ x`, then we have zg´1k gig´1j g` “ z, so either k “ i,
or i “ j which implies k “ `, or j “ ` which implies k “ i, or ` “ k. In all cases
k P ti, `u as was to be shown. 
It is clear that, if P is finitely generated and X is infinite, then it admits spread-
ing and locally stabilizing sequences. Indeed every sequence contains a spreading
subsequence, and every sequence contains a stabilizing subsequence, and a subse-
quence of a spreading or locally stabilizing sequence is again spreading, respectively
locally stabilizing.
We will content ourselves with the following rectifiable sequences, based on the
Grigorchuk groups Gω “ xa, b, c, dy, with ω P Ω1, for example the first Grigorchuk
group G012. Recall the description of Gω from §D.5, and in particular the Schreier
graph of its action on 18 in (12). We construct explicitly a spreading, locally
stabilizing, rectifiable sequence for the action of Gω on X: for all i P N, let us
define
xi “ 180i,
the point at distance 2i from the origin on the Schreier graph.
Lemma G.28. For all ω P Ω containing infinitely many 0, 1, 2’s, and for all i, j P
N,
(1) the marked balls of radius 2minpi,jq in X around xi and xj coincide;
(2) the distance dpxi, xjq is |2i ´ 2j |;
(3) there exists gi,j P Gω of length |2i´ 2j | with xigi,j “ xj and xkgi,j ‰ x` for
all pk, `q ‰ pi, jq.
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Proof. (1), (2) Consider the map θω from Equation (16). It maps the stabilizer of
18 in Gσω to the stabilizer of 18 in Gω, and therefore defines a self-map of X by
sending 18g to 18θωpgq. A direct calculation shows that it sends x P X to x0.
Since θω is 2-Lipschitz on words of even length in ta, b, c, du, it maps the ball of
radius n around x to the ball of radius 2n around x0. Its image is in fact a net
in the ball of radius 2n: two points at distance 1 in the ball of radius n around x
will be mapped to points at distance 1 or 3 in the image, connected either by a
segment a or by a path a
x
y
a for some tx, yu Ă tb, c, du. In particular,
the 2n-neighbourhoods of the balls about the xm coincide for all m ě n.
(3) Note, first, that there exists gi,j with xigi,j “ xj , because the rays ending in
18 form a single orbit. Note, also, that we have xkgi,j “ x` for either finitely many
pk, `q ‰ pi, jq or for all but finitely many pk, `q, because there is a level N at which
the decomposition of gi,j consists entirely of generators; if the entry at 0
N of gi,j
is trivial or ‘d’ then all but finitely many of the xk are fixed; while otherwise (up
to increasing N by at most one) we may assume it is an ‘a’; then 0N`1gi,j “ 0N1,
so xk ‰ x` for all k ą N ` 1.
We use the following property of the Grigorchuk groups Gω: for every finite se-
quence u P t0,1u˚ there exists an element hu P Gω whose fixed points are precisely
those sequences in t0,1u8 that do not start with u. One may take for hu the
element ra, bs, ra, cs or ra, ds inside the copy of the branching subgroup of Gω that
acts on t0,1u8u, see Proposition E.12.
If the entry at 0N of gi,j is trivial, then we multiply gi,j with h0M for some
M ą maxpN, iq, so as to fall back to the second case.
Then, for each pair pk, `q ‰ pi, jq with xkgi,j “ x`, we multiply gi,j with h10` , so
as to destroy the relation xkgi,j “ x`.
The resulting element gi,j satisfies the required conditions. 
G.5. Subexponential growth of wreath products. The next step in the proof
is an argument controlling the growth of a subgroup of the form W “ xP, fy ď
G ooX P , for a function f : X Ñ G with sparse-enough (but infinite!) support.
We select a finitely generated group P of subexponential growth acting on a
set X with sublinear inverted orbit growth (see Definition F.4; recall, from Exer-
cise F.5, that the property of having sublinear orbit growth is independent of a
choice of basepoint) and subexponential inverted orbit choice growth. These are
the hypotheses for Corollary F.9, which guarantee that G oX P has subexponen-
tial growth as soon as G has subexponential growth. The main example we have
in mind is a Grigorchuk group P “ Gω acting on X “ 18P , for ω P t0, 1, 2u8
containing infinitely many times each symbol, see Lemma G.28.
We also assume that there are rectifiable sequences in X, and (using the results
of the previous section) we fix a rectifiable, spreading, locally stabilizing sequence
px0, x1, . . . q of elements of X.
Finally, we fix a countable group G, and a finite or infinite sequence of elements
pb1, b2, . . . q generating G.
Definition G.29. For an increasing finite or infinite sequence 0 ď np1q ă np2q ă
. . . of integers, define f : X Ñ G by
fpxnp1qq “ b1, fpxnp2qq “ b2, . . . , fpxq “ 1 for other x.
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The group Wpnq “ Wnp1q,np2q,... is then defined as the subgroup xP, fy of the unre-
stricted wreath product G ooX P . 4
If all but finitely many bi are trivial, then Wpnq has subexponential growth since
then G is finitely generated and Wpnq is a subgroup of G oX P . However, if pnpiqq
is sparse enough then Wpnq may have subexponential growth even if f has infinite
support:
Proposition G.30. If G has locally subexponential growth, then there exists an
infinite sequence pnpiqq such that the group Wpnq has subexponential growth.
The proof of Proposition G.30 follows from a stronger, and independently inter-
esting, statement: arbitrarily large balls in Wpnq are approximable by groups of the
form Wpnp1q,...,npiqq, which have subexponential growth by the remark above:
Proposition G.31. Assume that the sequence pxiq in X is spreading and locally
stabilizing, and that all elements bi have the same order.
Then for every increasing sequence pmpiqq there exists an increasing sequence
pnpiqq with the following property: the ball of radius mpiq in Wpnq coincides with the
ball of radius mpiq in Wnp1q,np2q,...,npiq, via the natural identification P Ø P, f Ø f
between Wpnq and Wnp1q,...,npiq.
Furthermore, the term npiq depends only on the previous terms np1q, . . . , npi´1q,
on the initial terms mp1q, . . . ,mpiq, and on the ball of radius mpiq in the subgroup
xb1, . . . , bi´1y of G.
Proof. Choose npiq such that dpxj , xkq ě mpiq for all j ‰ k with k ě npiq, and such
that the balls of radius mpiq around xnpiq and xj coincide for all j ą npiq.
Consider then an element h PWpnq in the ball of radius mpiq, and write it in the
form h “ pc, gq with c : X Ñ G and g P P . The function c is a product of conjugates
of f by words of length ă mpiq. Its support is therefore contained in the union of
balls of radius mpiq ´ 1 around the xj , with j either ě npiq or of the form npkq for
k ă i. In particular, the entries of c are in xb1, . . . , bi´1y YŤjěixbjy. For j ą npiq,
the restriction of c to the ball around xj is determined by the restriction of c to the
ball around xnpiq, via the identification bi ÞÑ bj , because the neighbourhoods in X
coincide and all cyclic groups xbjy are isomorphic.
It follows that the element h P W is uniquely determined by the corresponding
element in Wnp1q,...,npiq. 
Proof of Proposition G.30. Let Z “ xzy be a cyclic group whose order (possibly 8)
is divisible by the order of all the bi’s. We replace G by Gˆ Z and each bi by biz,
so as to guarantee that all generators in G have the same order.
Let i be a decreasing sequence tending to 1. We now construct a sequence mpiq
inductively, and obtain the sequence npiq by Proposition G.31, making always sure
that mpiq depends only on mpjq, npjq with j ă i.
Denote by vi the growth function of the group Wnp1q,...,npiq. Since the group
Wnp1q,...,npiq is contained in G oX P , it has subexponential growth. Therefore, there
exists mpiq be such that
vipmpiqq ď mpiqi .
By Proposition G.31, the terms npi`1q, npi`2q, . . . can be chosen in such a manner
that the balls of radius mpiq coincide in Wpnq and Wnp1q,...,npiq.
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Denote now by w the growth function of Wpnq. We then have wpmpiqq ď mpiqi
for all i P N. Therefore,
wpRq ď R`mpiqi for all R ą mpiq,
so lim sup R
a
wpRq ď i for all i P N. Thus the growth of Wpnq is subexponential. 
Finally, the rectifiability of the sequence pxiq guarantees that functions with
singleton support and arbitrary values in rG,Gs belong to Wpnq for all sequences n:
Lemma G.32. If the sequence pxiq is rectifiable, then rWpnq,Wpnqs contains rG,Gs
as a subgroup for all choices of n “ np1q ă np2q ă ¨ ¨ ¨ .
Proof. We denote by ι : G Ñ GX ¸ P the imbedding of G mapping the element
b P G to the function X Ñ G with value b at x0 and 1 elsewhere. We abbreviate
W “ Wpnq. We shall show that rW,W s contains ιprG,Gsq. For this, denote by H
the subgroup ιprG,Gsq X rW,W s.
We first consider an elementary commutator g “ rbi, bjs. Let gi, gj P P respec-
tively map xi, xj to x0, and be such that gig
´1
j maps no xk to x` with k ‰ `, except
for xigig
´1
j “ xj . Consider rfgi , fgj s P rW,W s; it belongs to GX , and has value
rbi, bjs at x0 and is trivial elsewhere, so equals ιpgq and therefore ιpgq P H.
We next show that H is normal in GX . For this, consider h P H. It suffices to
show that hιpbiq belongs to H for all i. Now hιpbiq “ hfgi belongs to H, and we are
done. 
We are now ready to complete the proof of Theorem G.1. By Proposition G.13,
the countable, locally subexponentially growing group B imbeds in rG,Gs for a
countable, locally subexponentially growing group G. Let pb1, b2, . . . q be a generat-
ing set for G. By Proposition G.30, there exists an increasing sequence pnpiqq such
that the group W “ Wpnq has subexponential growth. By Lemma G.32, rG,Gs
imbeds in rW,W s, so B imbeds in rW,W s and we are done.
Exercise G.33. Give examples of sequences pxiq that are only spreading, or only
stabilizing, and such that Wpnq has exponential growth, even when the sequence
pnpiqq grows arbitrarily fast.
H. Groups of non-uniform exponential growth
Recall that vG,SpRq denotes the growth function of a group G generated by a
finite set S. The volume entropy of pG,Sq is
λG,S :“ lim
RÑ8
log vG,SpRq
R
.
The limit exists because the function vG,S is submultiplicative (namely, vG,SpR1 `
R2q ď vG,SpR1qvG,SpR2q.) Indeed, apply the following lemma to the sequence
plog vG,Spnqqně1:
Lemma H.1 (Fekete [22]). Let panq be a subadditive sequence: an`m ď an ` am
for all m,n ě 1. Then lim an{n exists and equals inf an{n.
Proof. Set A “ inf an{n and consider any B ą A. Choose k ě 1 such that ak{k ă
B. Every n P N may be written in the form n “ rk ` s with r P N and s P
t0, . . . , k ´ 1u. Thus
an
n
“ ark`s
n
ď rak ` as
n
“ ak
k
n´ s
n
` as
n
,
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so lim supnÑ8 an{n ď ak{k ď B. Since B ą A was arbitrary, lim sup an{n ď L and
we are done. 
Furthermore, the following are equivalent: G has exponential word growth;
λG,S ą 0 for some generating set S; and λG,S ą 0 for all generating sets S.
Let G be a group of exponential growth. Note that, even though λG,S ą 0
for all S, one might have λG,Si Ñ 0 along a sequence of generating sets Si. It
is easy to see that this cannot happen for G a free group of rank k ě 2; indeed
then each Si contains a subset of cardinality k generating a free subgroup, so
λG,Si ě logp2k ´ 1q ą 0 for all i. Let us say that a finitely generated group G has
uniform exponential growth if infS λG,S ą 0, and non-uniform exponential growth
if λG,S ą 0 for all S yet infS λG,S “ 0.
The existence of groups of non-uniform exponential growth is asked by Gromov
in [35, Remarque 5.12]; see [38] for a survey. There have been quite a few positive
results: Osin showed in [64] that virtually solvable groups have uniform exponential
growth unless they are virtually nilpotent; Eskin, Mozes and Oh obtained the
same result in [20] for finitely generated linear groups in characteristic 0; Koubi
showed in [49] that word-hyperbolic groups have exponential growth unless they
are virtually cyclic.
A Golod-Shafarevich group is a residually-p group such that the associated Hopf
algebra
À
ně0$n{$n`1 from §E.1 has exponential growth; equivalently, the Lie
algebra
À
ně1 γnpGq{γn`1pGq from (13) has exponential growth. Since by Proposi-
tion E.6 the growth of kG is always a lower bound for the growth of G, such groups
have uniformly exponential growth.
Among groupsG of uniform exponential growth, one may ask whether the infimal
entropy infxSy“G λG,S is realised. Recall that a group G is Hopfian if it is not
isomorphic to a proper quotient of itself. Sambusetti proves in [69] that if G is a free
product G “ G1 ˚G2 with G1 non-Hopfian and G2 non-trivial, then infxSy“G λG,S
is not attained.
It was widely suspected, since the appearance of groups of intermediate growth,
that examples of groups of non-uniform exponential growth should exist. The first
examples of groups of non-uniform exponential growth were exhibited by Wilson,
see [81]. We now give a simple construction showing that such groups abound:
Theorem H.2 ([7, Theorem E]). Every countable group may be imbedded in a
group of non-uniform exponential growth.
Furthermore, let η` « 2.46 denote the positive root of the polynomial T 3 ´ T 2 ´
2T ´ 4. Then the group W in which the countable group imbeds may be required to
have the following property: there is a constant K such that, for all R ą 0, there
exists a generating set S of W with
vW,Sprq ď exppKrlog 2{ log η`q for all r P r0, Rs.
Proof. Let B be a countable group. By Theorem G.7, one may imbed B into a
group G generated by two elements s, t of order 5. Without loss of generality,
assume that G has exponential growth (if needed, replace first B by B ˆ F2).
The group W in which G imbeds is the wreath product G oX G012 of G with the
first Grigorchuk group. We also consider A “ C5 ˆ C5 “ xs1, t1y, and the wreath
product W 1 “ A oX G012.
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We consider the points x0 “ 08 and xi “ 0810i for all i ě 1 in the Schreier
graph X, and the generating sets Si “ ta, b, c, d, s@x0, t@xiu of W and S1 “
ta, b, c, d, s1@x0, t1@x0u of W 1.
Note that the sequence pxiq is spreading and locally stabilizing (see Defini-
tions G.20 and G.23); better, for all R the radius-R balls around x0 and xi in
X are isomorphic as labelled graphs for all i large enough, because the action on
a sequence P t0,1u8 of an element of G012 of length R depends only on the last
rlog2pRqs symbols of the sequence.
We now claim that, for all R P N, there exists i such that the balls of radius R in
the Cayley graphs of pW,Siq and pW 1, S1q coincide. By Theorem F.3, there exists
a constant K such that, for all R P N, the ball of radius R in the Cayley graph of
pW 1, S1q has cardinality vW 1,S1pRq ď exppKRlog 2{ log η`q. Assuming the claim, we
get vW,SipRq ď exppKRlog 2{ log η`q, from which the second claim of the theorem
follows.
For every  ą 0 there exists R such that KRlog 2{ log η` ă R, so vW,SipRq ď
exppRq and λW,Si ď  for some i. It follows then that W has non-uniform expo-
nential growth.
It remains to prove the claim. Given R P N, let i be large enough so that the
distance between x0 and xi in X is at least 2R. Consider a word w in Si of length
ď R, and let w1 be the corresponding word in S1 obtained by replacing s@x0, t@xi
respectively by s1@x0, t1@x0. We show that w represents the identity in W if and
only if w1 represents the identity in W 1.
Write w “ pc, gq in W , with c : X Ñ G and g P G012. Similarly, write w1 “ pc1, gq
in W 1, with c1 : X Ñ A and the same g P G012. Note that the support of c is
contained in the union of the balls of radius R around x0 and xi, and these balls
are isomorphic and disjoint. Therefore, c can be written in the form c “ c1c2 with
c1 : X Ñ xsy and c2 : X Ñ xty, and c1, c2 have disjoint support so they commute.
The function c1 may correspondingly be written as c1 “ c11c12 with c11 : X Ñ xs1y
obtained by composing c1 with the isomorphism xsy Ñ xs1y, and c12 : X Ñ xt1y
obtained by composing the isomorphism from the radius-R ball around x0 to the
radius-R ball around xi, the map c2, and the isomorphism xty Ñ xt1y. Therefore,
c1 “ 1 if and only if c “ 1, so the balls in W and W 1 are isomorphic. 
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